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We don't care
which computer you own.

\^feH help you
get the most out of it.

CompuServe puts

a world of information,

communications, and
entertainment at your
fi ngertips,

C ompuSorvf is Ihe versa! ik\ easy to use

• interactive videotex service designed especially

for the personal computer user. It's dynamic,

growing and changing daily to satisfy

its subscribers' needs, its an industry

leader, created and managed by

the same communications pro-

fessionals who provide busi-

ness information and

network services to

over one fourth of

the FORTUNE 500
companies.

From current evems to turrxnt nsxvts,

CompuServ e offers a wealth of useful, profitable

or just plain interesting information.

Electronic magazines and national

news wires plus worldwide weather,

current movie reviews electronic

banking and shop at home services,

and some of the most sophisticated

financial information available are

all offered to current subscribers.

From words to music. CompuServe offers

a communications network that gives special

interest groups from hardware enthusiasts to

computer composers a chance to Ret

together. There's a bulletin board

for selling, swapping, and
personal notices and a CB
simulator for real-time com-
munications between sub-

scribers. There's elec tmnic

mail, the fastest, surest, way to

communicate with other users across the street

or across the country, plus file retention and
editing, and lots, lots more.

Fun and games are expected whenever
computer users inl^rrirL and Compii.Servp has
the best Games you can play alone or with

other CompuServe subscribers

anywhere in the country. Classic

puzzlers, sports and adventure

games, and fantastic space games
featuring MegaWars. the "nltir; i.-ile

computer conflict,"

But, that's just the tip of

the chip. CompuServe offers a
menu of thousands of items

that make subscribing edu-

cational, fun and sometimes downright profitable

If you'd like to know more about CompuServe,
call toll free, 800-848-8199 to receive an illus-

trated guide to the CompuServe Information
Service. A videotex service for you no matter

which computer you own,

CompuServe
Cc*6urw Information Se#vie& P Q. Bo* 2021?
5COD Arlington CEflre B VtiL, Co*U(ii&U*. OH 43220

800-848 8199

An HSR Block ComwAy
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Skyline Software
PUBLISHERS OF QUALITY MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE

The Porta™ series from Skyline

—

to help you work faster and better!
PortaCalc® — Model 100 "electronic spreadsheet" with 15 column by 26 row workspace! Full use of
the built-in function keys to save, load, screen print, report print, or to look behind the data at the
formulas in use.

Full arithmetic operators including exponentiation, absolute value, integer, summation, and averaging.
Calculations are done to 14 digits of precision and displayed up to 9 digits. User selectable decimal
place from none through seven—not just one. two. or floating! Formula replication is included to
allow fast creation of worksheets. '

Worksheets may be saved, loaded, or merged using the computer's memory or cassette. Often used
templates can be saved in memory for instant recall. DIF file creation feature allows transfer of
worksheets or data to visfcafc on your Dig machine back at the office!

Printer driver gives more control for report formatting.

Comes with extensive documentation in padded 3-ring binder. Includes tutorial, detailed reference
section, and executive level sample templates. Fully illustrated with screen prints, examples, and hints.

PortaStat® — Correlation, regression analysis, covariance and descriptive statistics package, designed
to be a working tool for today's businessman. Data can be input from cassette, memory, or keyboard.
Interactive with PortaCalc data file?! Thoroughly documented, includes tutorial.

PortaFIn® — Present value, net present value, future value, annuities, interest factors, loan
constants, internal rate of return and more! This user-friendly package prompts you for the
needed input data, then gives you the answer to your loan or
investment problem! Interactive with PortaCalc files, allowing
you to "read" cash flow data from memory. Keyboard or
cassette input alse available.

Portrait® — The powerful 'simplex' method of linear

programming. Find the optimum 'mix' for a given set of

constraints. Interacts with PortaCalc files to avoid time-wasting
repetitive date entry. Tutorial, examples, and bibliography included.

PortaMed*.— an 'electronic clipboard' for the medical pro-
fessional. Already in use at a major hospital. Patient medical
record keeping and report generation. Clearly documented, and
easy to use.

PortaFoffo® —Stock and bond valuation, betas, Macaulay's
duration, yield to maturity, bond swap calculations, and much
more. All in an easy to use program, interactive with PortaCalc
data files. Supplied with comprehensive instructions and
reference manual.

/ordering
information
ALL ITEMS SHIPPED
FROM STOCK

All Porta series programs are supplied on cassette and require
24K RAM.

Pricing — PortaCalc is $69.95, all others are $44.95 each

SPECIAL OFFER:
Computer cassette recorder, with cable for Model 100, and a
dozen data cassettes with cases — $49.95 with any Porta
software purchase.
Model 100 is a trademark of Tandy Corp. VisiCalc is a trademark Of Visi Corp. DIF is a trademark of Software Arts.

Phone orders

may be placed at:

(312) 260-0929
(Our voice line),

or with your
computer at:

(312) 588-7917
(Our MODEM line)

$2.00 shipping and handling

per order.

Mail orders should be sent to:

SKYLINE
MARKETING
442 Sunnyside
Wheaton, IL

60187

VISA

Circle No. 2on ReaderServiceCard
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A LOOKAT THIS ISSUE
ANDA EULOGY OF SORTS
TO THE STUFF OF PROMISE
Paper. I love the feel ofU: bond,

rag, newsprint — all of it.

Since a tad curled up on a

homebrewed braided rug in front of
the tube, nothing, to my mind, has

held more promise than a blank

sheet of paper. Then why, oh why,
you ask, have I embarked on this

campaign to make Portable WO to-

tally magnetic?

Take Edwin Dethlefson's article

(page 40) on tracking your stocks on
your 100. His query came across our
transom on an innocent piece of

paper. So did his first draft of the ar-

ticle. But. then yours truly, Mad
Magneto, took over!

MR. ROBOTO. Hours after receiv-

ing. Ed's first draft, I critiqued it.

Yes, in the age of Mr. Rohoto and
the form rejection, an editor actually

critiqued a manuscript! Then I sent

my suggestions to him by ringing

him up with my 1 00. And when the

time came to receive the final draft,

we let our 100's do the talking for us

again.

But that step wasn't cut and dried.

I hadn't upgraded to 32K yet, but
thanks to Bill Louden (page 22), I

knew I really had a 128K machine.

After Ed downloaded his article to

me, I uploaded it to my file space on
CompuServe. Then I returned to

Ed and retrieved his program.

Richard Ramella, who's written

beaucoup articles on the Color Com-
puter, was new to the telecommuni-
cations game, but with his new 100,

he was transmitting like a pro a in

matter of minutes. He offers some
invaluable writers' tools to anyone

writing with a MEWS in the story ap-

pearing on page 26.

ROM LISTING. For an old hand like

Jake Commander, who spends his

idle hours disassembling the 100's

ROM, submitting a manuscript over
the phone waves was a cinch. Jake
says the 100's ROM listing is as thick

as a stack of big city phone books. A
glimmer of his travail to date can be
viewed on page 25, where he lists

every MEWS Basic keyword and its

ROM address.

Telecommunications ig ulso sec-

ond hat to Charlie Bowen and Stew

Schneider. Their familiarity with

CompuServe enabled them to leave

their manuscript in the nether

reaches of Public Access, where it

could be downloaded by an intrepid

editor. For those still feeling their

way through the system jungle,

Charlie and Stew's piece on upload-

ing and downloading on CIS (page
48) can be very helpful.

JONATHAN EDWARDS. Some
things, though, we haven't been able

to magnetize. Terry Kepner's article

on building a null-modem connec-

tor (page 38) had a diagram. To my
chagrin, I had to touch hard copy. I

held the paper between my thumb
and forefinger, eyeing it with con-

trolled horror, I gained new insight

into Jonathan Edwards' words "The
God that holds you over the pit of

hell, much as one holds a spider or

some loathsome insect over the fire,

abhors you, and is dreadfully pro-

voked...."

As for your managing editor, I

find myself writing more and more
on my 100, and less and less on my
Model III. And from my 100, the

copy never sees manuscript paper.

It's phoned directly to typesetting

about two blocks away at Camden
Type !

n Graphics. The owners, Con-
nie and Doug Leavitl don't miss the

paper.

Paper, ah yes, paper. I still love it

— all of it. Well, maybe not all of it.

I don't like wasted paper. Maybe
that's why I've gone magnetic, f

AWORDABOUT LISTINGS...
Packed program listings have been a bane for us for a long time.

Granted, packing tines is necessary to make Basic run faster, but

it can be hell when you're trying to figure out how a program works.

For you newcomers, a program line may be made up of several pro-

gram statements separated by a colon. So when you're going through
a listing in Portable 100, keep thefollowing in mind.

When you see a line like this:

830 PRINT
:PRINTTAB(2] "ITTOOK YOU
MIN.AND ";DS;

;DM;

It shouId betyped I ike this

:

830 PRiNT:PRINTTAB(2)
,,ITTOOKYOU ";DM; "MIN.AND ";DS;

This may be a little confusing for the novice, but you'll soon see it makes
the listings easier to type into your 100 and easier to understand how the

programs work.

—The Editors

September 1983/Portable 100 4



Now the best way to recruit technical professionals
is from their computer;

If you're a personnel or technical manager,

Connexions is the fastest, easiest way to find key

technical professionals for ynur company

Connexions is an on-line electronic service

that puts applicants as close as their terminal and

opens an immediate two-way dialogue with quali-

fied candidates.

From a large data center Connexions sends

your job listings to engineers, programmers, and
other highly skilled professionals anywhere in the

country. It lets you selectively target your listing

geographically, demographically or to individuals

with specific skills. Prospective candidates can
review your job opportunities from their own
terminals and respond electronically with their

own resumes.

With Connexions, hiring cycles are shortened.

Dependence on taie-consuming advertising place-

ment, telephone callbacks and postal exchanges

are reduced. And your company's needs and
strengths are presented in a way that reaches- and

appeals to those best qualified and those who
aren't reading help wanted ads.

Connexions can put you in direct touch with

die right candidates at the right time—before

your competition reaches them.

lb find out how Connexions can play an active

and immediate role in your company's recruiting

service, contact Chuck Bickley at 617-492-1690.

Connexions
The interactive job database.

CircleNo. 3 on ReadefService Card
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PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
for the MODEL 100

P

T

Provides your Model 100 with

enhanced word proceeding

features— Automatic 'new line'

eliminates split words at the end
of a line, full margin control with

right justification, automatic

pagination, forced 'new page,'

pause between pages, line

centering and more!
PRINT $49.95 cassette

Reads fife and calculates

length in number of lines and
total bytes. Also performs

checksum to verify validity of

phone transmissions.

SIZE $19.95 cassette

T

IF

Y

Dual purpose sort program
useful for maintaining

organized text files such as
ADRS.DO & NOTE.DO.
Employs simple but effective

alpha or numeric sort

algorithm.

SORT $29.95 cassette

Multi-purpose Tile routing

utility allows file merge or

duplication. Output may be
directed to screen for view-
ing or to other devices. Very

useful in phone communi-
cations.

COPY $19.95 cassette

This isjusta sample of what is available from Micro
Computer Services. A full catalog wilt be shipped

with everyorder.

Micro

Services

1637 North Jantzen
Portland, OR 9721

7

(503)285-7424
(503)760-7804

Visa and
MasterCard
welcome

mmmmmmammmmm

100 The magazine for
Model 100 users

Go ON-IINF
L Connect your Model 100 to o

telephone.

2. Use TELECOM to occess your locol

TYMNET or TELENET number.

3. Access CompuServe.

4. At the commond prompt, type GO
PCS154

That's oil you have to do to join the Model 100 Special Interest

Group (5IG) on CompuServe. SIQ membership Is Free. Enjoy
the benefits of up to the minute information, free programs,
and good conversation with Jake Commander, Ed Juge, Dill

Walters, Dill Louden, John P. Mello Jr., Kerry Leichfmon, ond
other Model 1 00 users.

JOIN THE NETWORK NATION!
V
September 1983/Portable 100 6
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NTELLIGENGE

In a world where change is the only

WHO
THINK

constant, what you know and when
* i/~vrvr i—i you know it can make all the

rrl ] H difference
J—iV-AL I 1 1 l That's why more and more

thoughtful people are turning to THE
SOURCE: The instant inteiligence

network. Only THE SOURCE
combines state-of-the-art tele-

_ _ - - , _ — communications with overA I— H A I 1 750 mind-expanding services

1 XX 1 1 u \JL/. delivered right to your desk-top

computer around the corner or around the globe-and
around the clonk

Electronic mail is one way THE SOURCE can lighten

your work and brighten your future. But that's just the

beginning.
THE SOURCE can support your invQstmont decisions

with continually updated stock, bond and commodity re-

ports; financial, economic and business news and
analysis.

To save you time, THE SOURCE IctG you make travel

arrangements, check the latest U.RI. news, send Mail-

gram Messages and even do your shopping right at your
desk,

To improve your productivity, Tl IE GOURCC helps you
find research data quickly, take part in computer con-
ferences, use our powerful mainframes for storage—even
create your own private communications network.

These are just part of our continually expanding uni-

verse of information services. All for as little as ten cents

a minute.

DS1I

Never has so much been
so accessible for so little.

If you have a personal computer or terminal or a "smart"

word processor and a modem, you're ready to use THE
SOURCE. Just visit youMocal computer store for details

or send the coupon and we'll rush you a FREE informa-

tion package and subscription material.

Source Telecomputing Corporation is a subsidiary of
The Reader's Digest Association, Inc.

Mail to; Source Telecomputing Corp.
Dept AD-5
P.O. Box 4387
McLean, Virginia 22103-4387

Name

Title

Company

Adctre56_

City

Business
Hflms Ej

.State. _Zip.

XSOURCE
AMERICA'S INFORMATION UTILITY

1616 ANDERSON ROAD, McLEAN, VA 22102
1-703-734-7500

tS Source Teleijunipuliny Gui puraliur i 1963 [sm] A service marK ol Source Telecomputing Corporatiun

Circle No. 6on ReaderService Card



Editor's Note: While it isn't customary

for a new magazine to have a letters

section in thefirst issue, Portable 1 00
is fortunate to also be system operator

for the Model 100 special interest

group on CompuServe. During the

four months the 1 00 SIG has been on-

line, many Micro-Executive Work
Station enthusiasts have traded valu-

able information with each other. We
think the new readers o/Portable 1 00
will be interested in this samplingfrom
the SIG. Each message writer is iden-

tified by his or her name and Com-
puServe identification number.

NICAD
TROUBLES SOLVED

For those concerned about the
type of pips used on the ends of

ni-cads....All ni-t:ads seem to have a
pit at one end rather than a pip. For
this reason j and due to the fact the

springs at the connector terminals

used in the Model 100 battery com-
partment end in a spiral, I simply
took a good pair of needienose pliers

and diligently twisted the end of the
spring steel coil until it poked out-

ward toward the pit end of the ni-

cad. Then ... I stretched out the coil

somewhat and voila, the poker
spring end slips right into the pit end
of the ni-cad for a verrry positive con-
nection. Although the batteries are

somewhat more difficult to remove
and install, I prefer this over a faulty

connection.

For those of you who are not terri-

bly good with your hands, I might
suggest leaving this modification to a

technician, simply because the
spring steel is extremely intolerable

to twisting and bending even with a
good set of needlenosers. The job
ended up becoming a 90-minute
project.

Furthermore, the manipulator of
this type of surgery must also be ex-

tremely careful not to damage either

the springs or the plastic housing
during his or her frustrating little

negotiations with the wire coil and
pliers.

Gordon MacCarthy
73125,677

MOD 100 GETS
A LANTERN BATTERY

I

got sick and tired of using two sets

of batteries per week. I took a 6-

volt lantern battery (the kind with

screw-post tops) and built my own
power source. It works beautifully

since my 100 travels almost exclu-

sively in my briefcase. It freaks

people out when I pull out my 100

and have a wire leading into my case!

I got just over one month out of it.

I estimate that to be around 120

hours! Quite a savings over 4AA's!

Wayne
75655,242

FIGURESON
BATTERY LIFE

Battery life will be 20 hours if no
external ronnerrinns are made,

i.e. you're not using the Modem or

RS-232 interface. I forget the exact

figures, but it is something like:

• 13 MA.—normal operation, no
peripherals;

• 25 MA.—with modem operating;

and
• 45MA.—with RS-232 operating;

Again, the figures are not exact

but the best that I can remember.
Bill Walters

Tandy Corporation

75655,242

I have just talked with a friend, and
he told me he substituted a regu-

IJC supply fortheoar tefy paifk.

He found that the machine draws
approximately 60 MA at all times.

E. Brad Meyer
72356,75

CASES FOR YOUR
MODEL 1 00, ANYONE?

I
use the Color Computer carrying
case for my 100. It will hold the

100, a minisette 9 (in it's PC-1 case),

modem and cassette cables, AC
power units, tapes, and manuals.
Best of all, it's cheap and light in

weight!

Walt Kuleck
70615,1313

I've been using the optional Pocket
Computer-2 case with the 100 for

quite a while and find it quite handy.

It's velvet-lined and padded. There's
room for the direct connect cable

and a spare set of batteries, and it has

two zipper pockets on the outside

for papers. All you need to do is re-

move the two internal pockets. This

can be done easily, within 10 min-

utes or so. Cut the thread on the top

side of the pockets with a sharp
blade— they barely leave a mark
after they're gone.

Clay Schneider
70240,212

I have found an alternative case for

my Model 100. Instead of purchas-

ing the hardshell case offered by

Radio Shack, I am using the smaller,

neater case which is produced for

the Suzuki Omnichord, a strange

hybrid musical instrument. The 100

and its accessories fit into the case

pei fci-tly. And ahhuugh I purchased
the case with the Omnichord and
don't know how much it costs ex-

actly, I suspect the Omnichord case

is less expensive.

David Peyton

76703,244

September 1983/Portable 100 8



Need a nice case fur UR. 100? Scars

and Brother make a small electronic

typewriter approximately the size of

the Mod 100. It has a carry strap, is

lightly padded and waterproof, has

a small outside pocket and best of all,

fits perfectly. Price is under $10.
What a bargain. It's a soft case, by

the way. I have one and love it. Try
it!!

Mike Suldo
73545,205

THE MODEL 100
TAKESTO THE AIR

I
have used my 100 in my PA-28-
180 with no effect on the naviga-

tion or communication radio that I

can observe. I've also used it on
TWA's L-1011's (in the passenger
cabin). Other than causing no less

than five attractive stewardesses to

interrupt their work to ask me to ex-

plain what the 100 was, it had no
noticeable detrimental affect on the

operation of the aircraft.

Sandy Trevor
70000,130

Regarding interference with aircraft

radios... I've been unable to observe

any effect whatsoever on VHF,
NAV, COM, DME, MKB, ADF, or

RNA V. Th e M 1 00 is a great aviation

tool! Download an EMINAV flight

plan, plus WX, and refer to it any
time you want to in flight. Of course,

just to be safe, I wouldn't turn the

computer on during critical phases,

like instrument approaches.

Reid Ashe
70230,130

FAA [regulations] part 91,19 applies

to... (1) aircraft operated by an air

carrier. It prohibits use of any porta-

ble electronic device on board unless

it is 'A tape recorder, hearing aid,

pacemaker, electronic shaver or...

any other electronic device that the

operator of the aircraft has deter-

mined will not cause interference

with the navigation or communica-
tion system of the aircraft on which
it is used... The air carrier would
have had to determine that the spe-

cific device would not affect the spe-

cific aircraft's systems.

It would appeal from this that....

as far as the general aviation planes

vs. the airliners, they generally use

the same navigation aids and fre-

quencies. The airliners also genera-

lly use a lot of other frequencies for

the Lorain and Omega fixes. I really

am not trying to be picky about this,

but I do have a genuine concern that

the use of any such device may be a
hazard to flight. I would be very

wary of having a passenger on board
with an operating Model 1 00 {or any
other micro). It all depends on
which navaids the plane is using at

the time. As I understand it, the use

of the device would be a violation for

the FARS The on board computers
are checked out against the installed

nav systems, the carry-on computer
would make that trip into a test

flight. Probably no harm, but why
take the chance? I haven't checked
out the 100 yet for RFI, but if the

Model 1. 1 Kill, and 16 are any indi-

cation, then the potential for prob-

lems could be great.

Les Simpson
70120,236

DATA TRANSFER
IN THE FAST LANE

In attempting to transfer a 28K text

file from my Model 100 to my
Model III, I became frustrated with

the slow speed of the transfer and
decided to dig out some of my other

Mod III terminal programs.

I started with MODEM80 because

it offers full support of the XON/
XOFF protocol expected by the Mod
100. MODEM80, however, would
only support 600 baud transfers

without losing characters, OM-
NITERM and STERM also were
limited to 600 baud. YUK! ! ! !

!

Next I tried MicroTerm. Better....

It permitted 2400 baud transfers.

Now we're cooking, I thought to my-
self! The transfer went fine with no
errors.

Ry now I was hooked on this speed

issue, though, so I dug out all 13 ter-

minal programs I have in my library.

After going through each one of
them, I've found one which will per-

mit me to transfer between my TRS-
80 Model III and my Mod 100 at

9600 baud !!!! Now, that's really fly-

ing... and is definitely faster than I

can transfer between my Mod II and
my Mod 100.

For those of you who are inter-

ested, the terminal program I used

at 9600 baud was TELCOM II. It re-

tails for $70 and may be purchased

from MUMFORD MICRO SYS-

TEMS, Box 400-E, Summerland,
CA 93067 (805) 969-4557. I have no
affiliation with Mumford, but am
absolutely delighted with the high

speed transfer it supports. It also of-

fers full XON/XOFF support...

which is a good thing! The Mod 100

screen keeps up very well at 9600
baud {'course you can't read it).

Gordon Williams

70150,344

COMPLAINTABOUT
DOCUMENTATION

I
found a few typos in the ASCII
character charts in both the man-

ual and the pocket reference book

press column. This makes a 1 (one)

look like either an 1 or 1 and 0 (zero)

look like O (capital O). I couldn't fig-

ure out why I couldn't get some of

the characters entered until I fi-

gured this out. l ne characters af-

fected are numbers 136, 175, and

192.

A ron pie of the symbols in the

printed character column also are

not quite right. The number 169 has

the symbol turned 90 degrees, and
number 185 is a capital ti rather

than the correct German character

(which does look a bit like a B). The
final error is only in the pocket
guide; #0 is not generated by press-

ing pause.

Don't get the wrong idea. The first

edition of any manual is bound to

have errors. These manuals are

many times better than the original

Model I manuals (shudder).
Leonard Ericson

70465,203

WIFE
CRITICAL OF 100

My wife just looked at my Model
1 00 and said, "You could have

gotten a lot bigger computer for that

much money!"
David Springs
74055,1672

So buy one for your wife! I must
warn you, that if you let her on Com-
puserve, you will also need another

phone line (separate number) and
another phone!

Guerri Stevens

75675,1220
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TERRY

Editor's Note: Full-Duplex is dedi-

cated to solving readers' Model 100
problems. This issue, Terry Kepner
will be answering some questions on

the 100 that have popped up since he's

had his machine. Readers needing as-

sistance should address their letters to

Terry Kepner do Portable 100,

Highland Mill, Camden, ME 04843.

LOADING
OUT THE RS232

How do I use the load command
with the RS232? I can get the

target program to load, but the

Model 100 won't automatically re-

turn to Basic afterwards. I have to

use break to terminate the load, get-

ting an I/O error message. This obvi-

ously makes it impossible to use the

"R" option with load. When I'm

loading uvcr the modem, I never

know when the other computer is

Finished.

^ I have the same problem with my
system. The solution is to have the

transmitting computer send a con-

trol "Z" (ASCII code 26). This code
tells Basic the transmission is com
plete. I don't know why they didn't

use the standard Control-T to sig-

nify the end oftransmission of a file.

FOREIGN
UPGRADES

I
want to upgrade my Model 100

from 8K to 32K, but I can't afford

to pay Radio Shack's price. Where
can I get the RAM chips used in the

Model 100?

J- This is one case where you have to

buy the chips from Radio Shack.

The RAMs used in the Model 100

are special chips made to Radio
Shack's specifications. Each 8K-by-
8-bit RAM chip is actually four flat-

pak f 16K-bit CMOS (
Complemen-

tary Metal Oxide Silicon) RAM chips

connected together on a larger car-

rier chip. Two are on top of the car-

rier, two on the bottom. So far the

only source of these chips is the com-
pany selling them exclusively to

Radio Shack. Until someone else ap-

pears on the scene as a second

source, we'll have to buy our mem-
ory upgrades from Tandy.
You can buy the chips from Radio

Shack National Parts tor $85. lb, and
install them yourself, saving the $15

installation charge. The disadvan-

tage to this is unless yon really know
what you're doing, you could ruin

the chips while trying to install them.

Proper installation requires a sta-

tic-free bench and non-magnetized
tools. Make sure you release any sta-

tic you may have picked up by touch-

ing a piece of grounded metal before

touching your computer or the

CMOS RAM chips. Remove your

batteries, turn off the memory
switch on the back (this must be done
or you'll destroy the new chips and
damage the other components), and
remove the back cover. Remove the

chips from their shipping boxes and
gently place them in the sockets in

your computer. Double check the

legs of the chips to see they're not

bent or improperly seated, then

firmly and slowly press the chips into

their sockets. Replace the cover and
batteries, turn on the memory
switch, and turn on the computer. If

your display does not indicate 28K

of memory, turn off the computer
immediately.

Turn everything off, remove the

batteries and cover, and recheck

your new chips. Remove them from
their sockets and put everything

back together again. See if your
unit's original 8K of memory is

good. If not, you did something

wrong and will have to take it to

Radio Shack for repair.

As you can see, doing it yourself is

quite risky. Unless you have worked
with CMOS chips before, don't try it.

I had Radio Shack do mine for me,
and watched the technician do it.

Even he was worried at first. (It was

the first time he'd installed CMOS in

n Model 100.) In any case, opening

your computer will void your Radio
Shack warranty. Don't do it unless

you're an expert.

BUG IN

100'* BASIC

I've run across a bug in Basic which

I think will interest your readers.

Basic doesn't check the syntax of the

ELSE command in an IF... THEN-
ELSE statement. If the ELSE is mis-

spelled, as in ESLE (like I did while

typing fast), you won't get an error

message from Basic. The statement

beyond the ESLE just isn't executed.

It took me hours to track this down
the first time.

^ Thanks for bringing that to our

Please turn topage 12
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For the Radio Shack TRS-80 Model 100

six programs designed for the

businessperson

each on its own cassette

120 page manual in

simple language

With BUS1NIESSPAK+ the Model 100
is virtually a complete tool for the

manager or executive. Picture how
this added capability will help you.

WRITE+: Instead of merely a text

preparation device the Model 100
becomes a real word processor.

Margins . , . side, top and bottom.
Title page, topic headings, page

numbers, and even headers and
footers. You can even right justify

and print multiple copies. It has

over 36 features and countless

format possibilities.

EXPNS+: By simply entering

expenses into eighteen categories,

you get a twelve day spreadsheet,

giving totals for each day, and
category. Names of rows and
columns are instantly changeable,

and the sheet becomes a budget

or even a financial report. Replica-

tion across the columns, cumlativc

totals, and automatic growth or

decline rate projection, make
EXPNS+ an excellent planning tool.

And, all the math is built right in.

GRAPH4: Prints out Bar, Line and

Pic graphs of any EXPNS+ report

on the DMP-1 00 dot matrix printer.

Shows the percents on the pie chart
and values on the others.

TELEX+: From any phone send any

text file to any Telex machine in the

world. Just enter the receiving

Telex number. Send Mailgrams for

next day delivery to any address

at reduced rates through the

Action Telex system.

PUT+: Lets you list any informa-

tion in an organized fashion. It

prompts for each entry and very

rapidly creates addresses or schedule

items and even inventory.

SORT+: Allows you to sort any

list you compile with PUT+ alphabet-

ically or numerically from any

category in the entry. It can sort

large files up to 20 times faster than

an all Basic program.

MASTERCARD/VISA/COD

PCSG provides hotline software

support for the Model 100. Give us

a call at 1-214-351-0564.

TRS-SO is a trademark of

Tandy Radio Shack, Inc.

f--j 1983 Portable Computer Support Group

Cirelei Afo. 7an DeaderService Card

rDRTABLE OOMRJTCR ^UFfORT ORQJP
11035 Harry Hines Blvd. No. 207, Dallas, Tx. 75229
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Continued from page JO

attention. You'll be pleased to hear
the rumor mill claims Radio Shack is

working on an improved ROM for

the Model 100.

THREE TO
100 TAPES

I've heard a rumor it's possible to

read Model III tapes with my
Model 1 00. Is this true? I want to use

some Model III programs without
having Lo type them in.

A The answer is: yes and no. Both
machines save data to tape at 1500
Baud. The 80C85 chip used in the
Model 100 uses the S080A machine-
code instructions, which are a subset

of Z80 machine-code. Since the
Model III uses a Z80 GPU, the ma-
chine code written on the Model III

is about 90 percent compatible with

the Model 100. If the original code
on the Model III didn't use any spe-

cial Z80 instructions, then the code
should be 100 percent compatible.

In the ease of machine-language
programs running on the Model III,

you would have to replace all the

Model III input/output code using
the Model 100 input/output ad-

dresses and ports, since the two ma-
chines use different ports and meth-
ods ol data interchange between the

CPU and peripherals. In short, most
Z80 code routines that don't use

Model III addresses and ports for

data I/O will upcrate on the Model
100.

Regarding cassette tapes, if you
write a machine-language loader
routine, you can read Model III data

tapes directly. Machine-language
and Basic programs (except Basic
programs saved in ASCII format)

won't load into memory correctly.

Machine-language programs on the

Model III tell the operating system
where they have to toad to operate.

The Model 1 00 would either ignore

these instructions or allow the pro-
gram to load into memory and possi-

bly overwrite programs or data al-

ready there. If the machine-lan-

guage program were located in high
memory, it could overwrite the

Model 1 00's operating system RAM
and totally mess up your computer.
Non-ASCII Basic programs would

have difficulty because the tokens
used in the Model III are not the

same as those used in the Model 100.

So, while you might get the program
to load, it would be garbage as far as

the Model 1 00 was concerned.
Transfering data can be done. To

read Model III data tapes you need
a loader routine in the Model 100.

To read Model 100 tapes in the
Model III, you need a loader routine

in the Model III. Part of the diffi-

culty is the Model 100 generates a
short tide program in front of the

data that tells it the name of the pro-

gram, and if it's data, text, machine-

language, or a Basic program. The
Model III would have to ignore that

header. Similarly, the Model 100
would have to adapt to the absence
of that header from the Model III.

In either case, you need a ma-
chine-language programmer to

transfer data via cassette tape. A
much simpler and easier method
would be to use the RS232 ports of
the two computers to shoot informa-
tion back and forth.

COCO
CONVERSIONS
EASIERTHAN l/IN

How hard is it to translate Basic

programs from the Model I/III

to the Model 100? There're several

programs I want to use that are

available only for the Model I/III.

>The RmsW in the Model 1 00 and
the Model I/III computers is very

similar. In fact, with the exception of
the graphic commands, even Color
Computer Basic programs will work
on the Model 100. I've converted

seven programs from the Color
Computer to the Model 100 and
about 20 from the Model I.

When going from the Model I/III

to the Model 100, the biggest prob-
lem is getting the screen displays to

fit on the smaller display, while not
losing any intelligibility (changing
PRINT®, TAB, etc.). From the ex-

perience I've had so far, it's easier to

convert Color Computer programs,
sans graphics, than a Model I/III,

because the screen size of the Color
Computer comes closer to matching
the 100's display (32 by 16 versus 40
by 8).

To transfer a program from the

Color Computer, get a Y DIN-plug
connector (one male plug for the

Color Computer, with two female
jacks for the other devices). Connect
one female jack to the Color Com-
puter RS232 cable, plug a null

modem connector to the RS232
cable, then plug that into your

Model 100. Connect the other
female jack to the Color Computer
printer cable, which you plug into

your Color Computer printer. Now
go to TELCOM on your 100. Set the

RS232 to 47E2E (ifyou have the new
8-bit word RS232 Color Computer
Basic 1.1, use 48E1E). Now go to

TERM, then type LLIST on the

Color Computer. The program will

simultaneously be printed and go
into your Model 100.

Transferring from the Model 1/

III isjust as easy: use a terminal pro-

gram on the Model III; set the baud
rate to match your Model 100 (I

found 1200 to be a reasonable

speed); plug a null modem into the

RS232 cable between the two com-
puters; load die target program—in

ASCII format—into your terminal

program; and send it over to the

100. For both Color and Model I/III

computers, don't forget to use the

download option of TERM, or your
program won't be stored.

An alternate procedure to getting

the program into memory is ex-

plained in another letter in this col-

umn. The advantage to that method
is the program is loaded directly into

Basic and not stored as a text file,

which cuts down on memory usage
hy about 25 percent It also elimi-

nates the problem of running out of

room when you try to load the pro-

gram into Basic from TEXT,
Once you have the program in

memory, edit it to match your 100's

display. If the program saves data to

tape, add OPEN statements. If the

data is to disk, change the OPEN
statements to match the 100's syn-

tax. One advantage to the 100 is

OPEN is used to save data to RAM or
tape (or any other peripheral) by
specifying the appropriate prefix

when prompted for the file name.
(To save to tape, type "CAS:file

name" in response to the "File-

name?" prompt.)
One problem with disk-based pro-

grams is the lack of a direct access

file structure on the 100. The only

file structure supported is sequen-
tial.

Transfering Model 11/12/16 pro-

grams should be as easy as Model 1/

III transfers, but 1 haven't tried that

yet. The Basics are very similar, so I

don't see any trouble with such con-

versions. 4
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All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy..

.

NOWYOU CAN HAVE
FUN WITH YOUR

24K MODEL 100

4 games for your enjoyment:

BLOCKADE — Your 'snake' grows longer as

you hit the randomly appearing targets on the

screen as long as you don't run into yourself,

a wall, or your opponent! A one or two player

real-time game with optional sound and three

speeds of play.

REVERSI — A 'board' game in which you try to outflank your
opponent to end up with the most squares at game's end. Play against

the computer or another human.

FRANKENSTEIN ADVENTURE - Find all of the necessary
equipment to awaken the monster. The clues are hidden and the pitfalls

are many!

ALEXIS ADVENTURE — Sail the seas and traverse the islands to

recapture your kingdom. Chart your course or you may sail on forever!

T.M.

a lot of software for a little silver

All four games on tape for only S24.95
Calif, residents add 6% tax, overseas add Si. 00 snipping

Silverware PO Box 21101

Santa Barbara, CA 93121

Mastercard & Visa Dealer inquiries invited [805 J 966-1449

CircleNo. 8on ReaderServiceCard



MICRO VISIONARYAT
FORUM GAZES AT LIFE

BEYOND BLINKING CURSOR
BySCOTTLKAESAR

A telecommunications visionary

sees the Model 100 as re-

volutionizing personal computing.
David Hughes, appearing at a

telecommunications and politics

symposium sponsored by Yale Uni-

versity in New Haven, CT, re-

marked, after his formal address to

some 100 people attending the

forum, that the Model 1 00 would re-

volutionize personal computing in

the same way the Osborne did when
it First appeared on the computer
scene.

While he isn't wedded to any piere

of hardware, Hughes said, "If I

could have, tonight I would have

brought a Model 100... I could have
sat it right here and hooked it up to

this [Sony video system] and I

wouldn't have to carry a 25-pound
Osborne."

MICRO VISIONARY. Hughes, a

microcomputer visionary from Col-

orado Springs, CO, lives today as he
believes all of us will live in the fu-

ture: "I simply live and work by the

western American version of the
economic, technical, and cultural

rules that I think will govern most of

us in the bright future that I see

lying beyond the blinkingcursor "

Describing himself, Hughes said,

"I'm a self-employed information

man. By choice I've lived and
worked for the past six years in our
post-industrial society using a vari-

ety of small computers connected by
an ordinary telephone over a
modem to networks such as The
Source, CompuServe and others.

"I study, think, teach, work, and

write my tracts out of my old Color-

ado Springs cottage at the base of
Pikes Peak."

Hughes is more than that, actu-

ally. A graduate of West Point and a

teacher, he is also a pioneer electron-

ic publisher who originated Source

Trek magazine available on The
Source.
He also operates his own electron-

ic bulletin board— the focus ofmost

of his discussion at Yale, During the

course of his talk, he demonstrated
how his system worked by dialing it

on the Osborne computer he carried

with him from Colorado.

In Hughes* view, the computer has

the potential to increase communi-
cation between people, rather than

cause alienation. The community he
envisions will communicate on the

national scale through electronic

networks, like The Source, and on
the local level through BBS's like his

own.

THE NETWORK LIFE. "I share the

electronic network life with tens of

thousands of others around the

world; bodies I have never seen,

whose voices I have never heard, but
with whose minds 1 meet nightly",

he said.

Although Hughes has pursued a

national electronic community,
much of his focus is with local people

and issues: "I've been preoccupied

in Colorado, in rural areas and small

towns, with the implications of the

individual powered by the computer
linked to other individuals... I will

eventually learn something about
the national role, but it will take 10

years to get to that point, because I

haven't even got outside of my

neighborhood yet explaining those

implications."

Two events, in Hughes view, are

making networks viable on both the

national and local level. He points

first to the proliferation ofhardware
and software and to declining prices

for both: "When a Texas Instru-

ments machine can cost $100 in the

next few months and a Commodore
PET gives people the ability to access

for $200 to $250, and these prices

are dropping, then cost becomes an
irrelevent factor."

Hughes operates his local bulletin

board (303-632-3391) from an 1894

tack house, "with a roof that leaks

unerringly into a frontier spitoon

andjust misses a Radio Shack Model
III."

INEXPENSIVE ACCESS. There are

at least 2,000 computers sitting out

there with software that costs less

than $150, and a modem that can

simply answer the phone when it

rings," he contends. "It's at that level

that I've found great innovation. My
Model III sits there and if the phone
rings three times on an unmodified
telephone, a tone is emitted and if

the caller has a modem and a com-
puter terminal, big or small, he or

she can simply access it and read

what I have in my electronic bulletin

board."

Hughes sees those connections be-

tween people via machines occur-

ring with growing frequency, espe-

cially because he believes computers
and bulletin boards like his are no
longer just for hobbyists: "You'd

never have caught me with a CB
radio. I'm just not a tinkerer. I don't

care what goes on in these chips, just

that they work. I use these tools, I

don't engineer them. I don't invent

them. My son can program all that I

need to do. In fact, I believe that one

of the world's great myths is that

everyone has to be able to program.
I think it's a very serious disservice."

Hughes' bulletin board gained

political prominence as the result of
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a story which appeared on The
Source. He had been asked to set up
a community college course to intro-

duce computers. He called the
course Electronic English, "...and I

don't mean word processing", and
taught a cross-section of people in

Colorado Springs.

"I found no correlelation between
their technical background and their
success in the course," Hughes said.

"There was a greater correlation be-
tween success and their ability to use
the English language."

Hughes' Source story describing

those Findings attracted the atten-

tion of Red Boucher, at that time
Alaska's lieutenant governor.
Boucher flew to Colorado Springs to

meet Hughes. The politician wanted
Hughes to set up an electronic col-

lege program so he could complete
his degree at Colorado Technical
College linked by telecommunica-
tions to his Apple in Alaska. The
course eventually attracted 12 stu-

dents. It also brought Hughes into

politics.

MICRO ON LAST FRONTIER.
Hughes went to Alaska, where
Boucher was running in the Democ-
ratic primary for governor. He
found Boucher setting up electronic

bulletin boards for schools in remote
locations. "Boucher has an intuitive

understanding of computers,"
Hughes said, "He understands the

power of information and knowl-

edge."

So Hughes signed on for a time as

Boucher's electronic campaign man-
ager from Colorado Springs. That
experience led to some hometown
political activity.

Hughes was approached by sev-

eral candidates: "I said I wasn't

going to lick stamps, but what I

would do is put anything the candi-

dates felt about any issue on the bul-

letin board. So anyone who dials it

up can read it,"

Three candidates eventually of-

fered position papers for the bulle-

tin board. "Anyone, anywhere could
have dialed them up and read— not

what the press said they said — but

simply their exact positions. Then in

the messaging system, readers could

ask questions and pose points of
their own," Hughes explained.

After a story in the New York Times
mentioned Hughes* political activity,

he received a call from Richard
Adams of the Republican National

Committee. Adams said he thought
there was too little Republican activ-

ity on the bulletin board and offered
to assist any Colorado Springs Re-
publican candidates.

NATIONAL TO LOCAL FLOW. In

response, another computerist
called supporting a Republican can-

didate for the state legislature. So in-

formation began flowing from the

Editor at Work.
When Tandy Presi-

dent John Roach
and former Vice

President for Com-
puter Merchandis-
ing Jon Shirley key-
noted a forum
sponsored by the

Boston Computer
Society, Portable 100
Managing Editor

John Mello couldn't

resist the opportu-
nity to see the

Tandy bigwigs in

person. Here he's

taking notes at the

session with his ever

present 100. The
photo is courtesy of
the society and Hub
Graphics.

national party to a local candidate,

Hughes explained. "When that elec-

tion was over, it seemed to me that

we were laying down the methods—
on a local basis, with local candidates

— by which local issues could be dis-

cussed and people could gel into an
active dialogue."

Hughes believes the objective and
informational style of computer
electioneering offers advantages

beyond just communication: "When
an individual can ask a candidate
and get an answer, there's a great

deal that's personal in it. Further,

there's no body language. You don't

see the candidate, whether he speaks
well, looks well, and is groomed tor

television. It becomes issue-oriented

rather than personality oriented."

For Hughes, the biggest surprise

came after the election was over. Al-

though the position papers were
taken off the system, dialogue about
local issues continued.

"When the city planners decided

to 'offer an ordinance restricting

home occupations," he observed. "I

happened to think that was impor-
tant. I got the planning commission
to delay it for one month, and I came
home and read the ordinance over

the telephone— I can't type — to a

word-processing service which
typed it up for $3 per page and then
uploaded it back into my bulletin

board. Then I wrote a letter to the

Please turn the page
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MULTITUDES GATHER AT
NCC SHOW, OGLE NEW
GAVILAN, SHARP MICROS

editor of the local paper in Colorado
Springs asking people with termi-

nals to call up and read the ordi-

nance and take some appropriate ac

tion,

DOWN IN FLAMES. The city never
knew whai hit them," the micro vis-

ionary said. "I never went to a meet-

ing. I never went out and organized,

but 175 people showed up at a city

hearing and shot that ordinance

down in flames. Most importantly, it

was a cross-section of the public. To
my astonishment, high-tech people

from large firms dialed in during
the day, took the ordinance off on a

printer, put it on the Xerox, and
passed it out all over their plants.

"The city councilmen got more
calls on that issue than virtually any
other, yet the only thing that was
unique about it was that it existed in

written form only on a bulletin

board, the bulletin board being a
Radio Shack Model III with a $150
program and a modem."

His experiences have convinced

Highes of the importance micro-
computers can have on elections in

the future; "What I'm suggesting is

that there is an enormous difference

between individuals on die local

level using the computer during a

campaign to create this kind of ac-

cessibility than there is simply hav-
ing an expensive centralized set of

data bases or mailing lists."

INFORMATION END RUN. "There
are five million computers out there

now," he said, "and there will be
another five million by the end of
this year. And whether you're a cam-
paign worker or whether you're the

League of Women Voters, the

added cost to do this is insignificant.

Ifyou multiply that possibility by the

number of small, locally-owned

computers, we have immense pos-

sibilities for localization that has ab-

solutely nothing to do with the na-

tional distributors of information, or

even the public distribution [of in-

formation] through the media."

"I've got a suspicion," Hughes
said, "that with this new telecom-
munications technology, the reader

is in charge, not the writer. The abil-

ity to initiate the discussion, not at

the candidate's end but at the pub-
lic's end, may have very significant

effects on the meaning of politics at

the local level." 4

byCHRISBROWN

Two exciting new computers

piqued the curiosity of the assem-

bled multitudes at this year's Na-
tional Computer Conference in

Anahiem, CA. And, not surpris-

ingly, both machines were portables.

In an otherwise mundane floor

show heavy on mainframe and mini-

computer hardware, Sharp Elec-

tronics of Paramus, NJ, and upstart

start-up Gavilan Computer Corpo-
ration of Campbell, CA, stole the

show. In each case, a snazzy new
portable that sends the message,
"you can take it with you," was in-

volved. Where Sharp's PC-5000,

and Gavilan's Mobile Computer are

concerned, you definitely can take it

with you... assuming, of course, .that

you can pay the freight.

SHARP TOTABLE. Sharp's PC-5000
is a full-blown, 16-bit machine using

an Intel 8088 cpu. In standard con-

figuration it is equipped with 192K
bytes of ROM and 128K bytes of

RAM. The RAM is expandable to

256K bytes. In addition, a supple-

mental 128K bytes ofbubble RAM is

available in the form of a plug-in car-

tridge.

The PC-5000 is powered by a re-

chargeable set of nickel-cadmium

batteries in the portable mode, and
an AC line adaptor when not on the

road. The 1 1-pound PC-5000 meas-
ures roughly 13-by-12-by-13,5 inch-

es and will stash in an attache case or

under an airline seat with ease.

An eight-linc-by-80-column liquid

crystal display is used in the PC-

5000. The fold-up display has a res-

olution of 640 by 80 dots in the

graphics mode and offers users

51,000 pixels of bit-mapped graph-

ics to play with. A full character set

of 256 alphanumeric characters and
symbols is provided.

To extract the most from the PC-

5000 users will have to opt for some
of the many system add-ons Sharp
has made available. First, there is an

audio cassette recorder that gets

data and programs into and out of

the machine at 1600 bits per second

If tape is too slow, users may opt for

5.25-inch floppy disk drives. These
double-sided, double-density units

will store 320K bytes of information

each, and operate under the direc-

tion of MSDOS 2.0. Compatibility

with this disk operating system en-

sures a wealth of quality applications

will be instantly available.

OPTIONAL MODEM. Then, there is

communication with the outside

world. An optional 10-key modem/
auto dialer plugs into standard Bell

direct connect jacks, and offers 300

baud operation in RS232C format.

Ten autodial memories are available

and a loudspeaker on the front ol

the unit permits voice, as well as data

exchanges. The modem has a built-

in ringer and operates with either

louchtone® or telepulse systems.

For international calling, 16 digits

per number can be stored in the au-

todial memories.
Predictably, a printer is also an op-

tion in the PC-5000 system. Sharp

has craftily designed this printer to

plug into the rear of the cuinpuiei

without increasing its overall size or

foot print. Thus, a printer-equipped

PC-5000 is merely heavier, not

larger, than its printerless counter-

part. The high density, matrix-type

printer will operate in either ther-

mal or impact modes, at 37 charac

ters per second. The print format is

80 characters per line with 10- and

1 2 -pitch densities possible. Graphics

printing can make use of up to 1 197

dots per 80 column line.

Software is one of the PC-5000's
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strongest suits. Bubble cartridges

will soon be available from Sharp
containing word-processing, spread-
sheet, communications, data-base
and executive-planner programs. In
addition, whatever is written to run
under MSDOS 2.0 for the IBM PC
will also run on the PC-Pi (10(1

At $2500 in its optionless state,

this computer certainly isn't cheap.
But for users who want full function
fi urn a portable machine and aren't

squeamish about price, it's a damn
nice computer.

GAVfLAN'S TOTE. For high rollers

who scoff at spending a piddling

$2500 on a portable computer, Gavi-
lan Computer Corporation has a so-

lution: start at $4000 and work your
way up. Desktop computer users

may do a double take, however, at

the amount of equipment and inno-
vation that Gavilan supplies for

$4000.
The Gavilan "Mobile Computer"

is a 9-pound, 8088-based gem that

measures 12.5-by-12.5-by-3 inches.

The unit features a bit-mapped, liq-

uid crystal display with an 8-line-by-

66-column format. An internal

graphics interface is also provided
facilitating the use of an external,
large-format screen display.

An 80K-byte internal RAM is sup-

plied, 32K available to the user. Up
to 128K of system RAM and 128K
bytes ofROM-based software can be
added. Total memory available in

the Mobile Computer is 336K. A se

rial, 9600 baud interface is supplied,

and a built-in 300 baud direct con-

nect modem.
Gavilan's Mobile Computer can

operate for up to eight hours on its

internal batteries. After a one-hour
quiet charge, the unit is good for six

more hours of operation. An AC
adaptor is supplied for home use

and a recharging unit is also stan-

dard equipment. Other standard

equipment includes one Hitachi, 3-

inch floppy disk drive.

The diminutive Hitachi drives

store 320K bytes of information on
plastic-cased micro floppy car-

tridges. A second micro floppy drive

can be chained to the system. The
choice of a 3-inch format for this

microfloppy is a tacit admission on
Gavilan's part that the microfloppy
standard issue has been settled.

Time will tell, however, if the stan-

dards battle is resolved in favor of
the three-inch media or the larger

3.5-inch format.

MICRO WITH A MOUSE. Gavilan
has taken an interesting approach to

the issue of the user interface. Users

are provided with a touch-sensitive

panel called a solid-state mouse.
This panel allows the user to alter

the position of the cursor in a rela-

tive manner. Thus, users can point,

via the LuuLh-scnsitive panel, to

menu selections, commands, or any
of several system functions includ-

ing help, sclcet, and view. Onee the

cursor is located over the desired

prompt, the user merely touches the

screen to initiate action. The help
function is always available and con-

text sensitive. Thus, perplexed users

can instantly receive guidance no
matter where they are in an applica

tion.

Like Sharp, Gavilan makes several

pieces of optional equipment avail-

able. At the top of the most wanted
list is the plug-in printer ($1000).

This 5-pound, self-powered unit op-
erates at 50 characters per second in

a sheet-feed mode. Eighty charac-

ters per line of correspondence
quality printing is available.

Other options include an acoustic

coupler modem, a 12V, cigarette

lighter, power cable that allows the

computer to be used in a vehicle, and
plug-in memory expansion modules
of ROM, RAM, PROM and EP-
ROM. A second microfloppy disk

drive is abo an option.

ROM CAPSULES. Gavilan also sup-

plies a comprehensive package of
ROM-based software, dubbed Cap-
suleware. In addition to the 48K
bytes of system software, word-proc-
essing, spreadsheet, communica-
tions, filing and forms processing

packages are available. These appli-

cations-oriented programs should
meet the needs of many users, most
assumed to be executive types. For
users who require more specialized

software, the Mobile Computer's
compatibility with MSDOS ensures

ready access to some of the best new
programs being written for ma-
chines like the IDM PC. In addition,

Gavilan plans to support the Basic

and Pascal programming languages
for users who want to code their

own.

Gavilan and Sharp have broken
new ground in terms of price-per-

formance ratios in portable comput
ers. Users wanting full features,

lightweight, compact styling and
portability are no longer limited to

one or two extremely expensive and
exotic machines. Now, mere mortals

can pack a 16-bit punch in their vag-

abond valises for ahour the same
price as a week at Waikiki or a trans-

Adantic crossing on the QE II.

While not yet plebian, the price

structure of high-end portable com-
puters is at least headed in the right

direction. 4
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JAKE IS

SEDUCED BY TANDY'S
NEW PORTABLE

Until early March 1983, I'd

never heard of the TRS-80
Model 100. I didn't have an

inkling of what Radio Shack was
about to spring on an unsuspecting
world. Then, on the evening of

March 3rd, the phone started ring-

ing and, unbeknownst to me, all that

was about to change

.

It was the very Shack themselves

in the form of Ed Juge. He asked if

I could help with a project that re-

quired an independent viewpoint.

Apart from the fact it was to do with

the release of a new portable micro-

computer, he wouldn't tell me a

darned thing. It was too much to re-

sist. I'm a sucker for mystery and in-

trigue.

TATTERED SCHEDULE. Within three

days I found myself on a plane de-

stined for Fort Worth. My schedule
lay in tatters behind me. Projects and
papers were left in disarray, But
since I've made a significant portion

ofmy living in the last three years via

TRS-80 microcomputers, a visit to

Fort Worth felt like a long overdue
pilgrimage. And besides, I was going
to sec a new microcomputer still

under wraps!

Bill Walters (the project manager
of the Model 100) met me at Fort

Worth and whisked me off to a se-

cret rendezvous. Over a much-
needed cocktail, he asked me to

guess what the new machine was like

and what features it might have. So
I guessed.

I knew it was a portable. That
much was easy. The Wall StreetJour-

nal had already carried a report and
there were too many rumors flying

around to ignore. So I kept guessing.

"It's a portable," I ventured like a

true coward. Bill Walters kept a

straight face and didn't look too im-

pressed. He wasn't exactly stunned

by that one. "Yes?" he queried pa-

tiently and ordered another cocktail.

"And what else do you think it might
have?"

CHEESE NOISE. A reasonable ques-

tion, I thought. After such a chick-

en-hearted start, I thought I'd have

to do better next time. I was going to

have to bait him. If he was going to

play cat and mouse, I was going to be

a piece of cheese. And make a noise

like one.
So 1 kept guessing. I'd got an idea

it might look something like an Os-

borne portable, only smaller. (Prob-

ably heranse I'd had a preliminary

glimpse of an Osborne portable only

smallerjust a few days earlier.)

"Disks." I was still playing it rela-

tively safe. No lateral dunking fur

yours truly. Just good old uncon-

troversial sure-thing guesses. It had

to have disks. "No, it doesn't have
disks," replied Bill Walters.

My mind reeled. I was taken

aback, but I kept a dead-pan expres-

sion. I started thinking more cliches.

"What? No disks!" and that kind of

thing. I thought they were nuts. A
portable with no serious storage.

Who on earth did they think would
go for that? But Bill Walters looked

smug. It seemed like I'd run straight

into a well-laid trap. Here's him,

brimming with confidence over

Radio Shack's new baby. Here's me,

full of consternation, certain the

Shack really lost their marbles this

time. But that look.

DEAD PUZZLED. I was dead puzzled

and he knew it. By the time we ar-,

rived at my hotel, he still hadn't

taken off the wraps and I was burst-

ing to know what this dumb portable

could possibly be.

Taking the cloak-and-dagger to a

new height, Walters furtively re-

moved a parcel from the trunk of his

car. Now would you believe this par-

cel is actually covered in anonymous
brown paper? The fact they really

didn't want anyone to know about
this thing until they said so is begin-

ning to dawn on me.

I try to look cool and composed as

September 1983/Portable 100 1«
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we boih siroll into the hotel lobby

with this secret package. It looks for

all the world like we just took deliv-

ery of a new blow-up doll that very
day. The hotel receptionist never
even glanced at the parcel. They
must be used to businessmen away
from home.

That's how, not long after, I

found myself alone in my room
perusing this strange new phenome-
non—the TRS-80 Model 100. By
this time, I'd signed an agreement to

keep mum about the whole thing
and had thus been woven inextrica

bly into the plot.

So this was what it was all about. I

fondled it gently and as I became
more confident, gave it a more thor-

ough going over.

I'd been taken on a lightning tour
of the Model 100's many features.

I'd already watched as the machine
automatically dialed and logged on
to CompuServe. I'd seen the split-

screen display in the telecommuni-
cations mode and had played with its

high resolution graphics in Basic.

It's trim size was beginning to appeal
to me and that battery powered op-
eration meant I need never travel

alone again. The address handler
program was going to appeal to busi-

ness people. So was the appointment
scheduler.

WHO NEEDS DISKS? And no prob-
lems about losing files! With a 32

K

machine, it was all too apparent why
disks were of only secondary impor-
tance.

That huge liquid crystal display

—

I was entranced. I had a feeling I was
watching another nail go in the cof-

fin ofthe old fashioned typewriter.

As I sit here, six weeks later, typ-

ing into that same Model 100 at my
dinner table, I realize I was already

falling in love with this beauty.

Perhaps now's the time I should
confess that was the first night I ac-

tually took a computer to bed with

me. (I've since discovered Bill Wal-
ters does the same thing, too.) I was
convinced microcomputing was
about to enter a new dimension as

the benefits of true portability be-
came apparent. Back at the hotel, I

propped up the pillow and typed in

a paragraph or two. I cut out a sen-

tence from here and pasted it back
over there. I was in seventh heaven.
This was much better than a blow-up
doll. 4

Go ON-LINF
1 . Connect your Model \ 00 to o

telephone.

2. Use TELECOM to occess your locol

TYMNET or TELENET number.

3. Access CompuServe.

4. At the commond prompt, type GO
PCS154

That's all you hove fo do to join the Model 1 00 Special Interest

Group (SIG) on CompuServe. SIG membership is Free. Enjoy
the benefits of up to the minute information, free programs,
and good conversation with Jake Commander, Ed Juge, Bill

Walters, Bill Louden, John P. Mello Jr., Kerry Leichrman, and
other Model 100 users.

JOIN THE NETWORK NATION!

Circle No, Son ReaderService CaftJ

NEWPROFITOPPORTUNITY
forCOMPUTER RETAILERS!

If you sell TRS-80 hardware or software,

you should be selling THE COLOR COMPUTER MAGAZINE and
PORTABLE 100 in your store.

It's easy, it's profitable and it's risk free!

• PROFITABLE— 40% of every sale is yours. You keep $1.18
of the $2.95 cover price!

• NO RISK— guaranteed return policy. You pay only for

copies you sell.

• FREE SHIPPING— 12 times a year, magazines arrive at your
store at no cost to you

!

• FREE DISPLAY RACK— shipped with your initial order.

To place your order for one or both magazines, or to receive more
information, call Marian at (207) 236 9621 today!

Or write:

COMPUTER PUBLISHING COMPANY* Highland Mill •Camden, ME 04843
Publisher of

Iflk
1100

WMLE
The magazine for
Model108 users

CircleNo. 10on R&odorSon-ic-c Card
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COUNTLESS TRIPS
AND E-LETTERS LATER
TANDY BIRTHS THE 100

Welcome to "Tandytalk." It

will be myjob in the coming
issues to keep you tuned

into some of the more interesting

developments that affect you, the

TR5-80 Model 100 portable com-
puter user (or future user as the case

may be). I will always try to be as fair

as 1 can about our products, but the

facts are that, well, just plain and
simple, I'm biased. With good
reason, I might add.

Let me give you just a quickie tour

of Radio Shack and the way comput-
er products are handled so you can

have a little background and feel for

us.

The person responsible for all

computer products is Jon Shirley,

vit:c president for computer mer
chandising. Ed Juge, director of

computer merchandising, reports to

Jon and is responsible for directing

six buyers, four software product

planners and some 20 software

analysts.

BUYERS MORE THAN BUY. Each

buyer is totally responsible to Jon
and Ed for the management of all

items, both hardware and software,

within their specific product cate-

gory. This includes buying, i.e.

product development strategy, find-

ing new products, and final negotia-

tion and acquisition of the new items.

It also includes the product line

management functions of develop-

ing items we've decided to work into

the product line as salable goods. Fi-

nally, the buyer controls all pricing,

distribution, and advertising of the

products under his control.

We have one buyer in charge of
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Microsoft's Bill Gates

His development team " tremendous.

"

Model II/12/1 6 products, one buyer

for color and pocket computers, one
buyer for all common peripherals

(printers mostly), and one in charge

of all other accessories. I happen to

be in charge of the Model /

100 product lines. No, I didn't for-

get how to count. The sixth buyer is

stashed away working on new, unan-
nounced products. You didn't think

we were stopping with the 100 did

you?

The software product planners
|

work with the buyers to find new &
software and shepherd it through Q
development. Our software analysts £
arc the final quality assurance group &

and are very adept at finding most |
potential traps an unwary user I

might wander into while trying to °

run any of our software packages. £
No one does it all by themselves and o

computer merchandising is no ex- g
ception.

I

CAST OF HUNDREDS. There is a
|

cast of several hundred support J
people in the areas of systems and °"

applications software, hardware de-

sign, technical publications, techni-

cal support (repair), and customer
support — each putting his or her

personal touch in every product, all

in an effort to provide the best possi-

ble item for our customers.

I was asked to give a little back-

ground on the development of this

most interesting, yes, even revolu-

tionary, product, the TRS-80 Model
100. I'll try to begin at the beginning.

As a new buyer I was asked on a

Saturday morning to review a folder

of telexes on a new product proposal

recently sent to us fromJapan and to

make comments and suggestions the

following Monday. I did. I thought

the proposed product was terrific

but it needed a few changes here and
there, such as auto-dial capability for

the modem, and a few other little

things.

The hardware was pretty straight-

forward. The key was going to be the

software. Without good integrated

software, this would be just one
more small computer in the line of

small computers surely coming. The
combination of software specifica-

tions seemed endless. Over and over

so it seemed initial specifications,

objections, reworked specifications

(at least four separate iterations of

that!), then finally... agreement!

THE HARD WORK. Then came the

hard work, getting all those nice



A Message From The Experienced Intelligent Network People

software goodies we had worked out
to fit inside a 32K Read Only Mem-
ory (ROM). American Airlines loved
me. Boy did they love me.

It seemed like from April to No-
vember, I lived out of a suitcase at

the Mariott in Seattle and worked
the durndest hours at Microsoft. I

still have trouble believing how
many problems were solved at 3 a.m.

by someone saying it jnsr wasn't

worth arguing anymore; the feature

would be added, changed, deleted,

or Fixed, whichever was appropriate.
Tli runghoul this process, Bill

Gates and his development team at

Microsoft were tremendous. They
played devil's advocate, stuck to

their guns or yielded, all at just the

right times. I think they agree the

shoe felt the same on the other foot,

too. Even now when I use my Model
100, 1 marvel at the amount of fea-

tures we squeezed into it.

E-MAIL BELIEVERS. When not in

Seattle, electronic mail {e- mail) kept
the members of the development
team in daily contart and provided
them a complete meeting-type
forum (albeit a bit. delayed) as well as

a complete written record of all mat-
ters discussed along with the deci-

sions. This was the first use of e-mail
in the development of a product by
Radio Shack and it made many firm
believers in the e-mail concept. It

didn't matter if one of the members
was traveling or not, all they needed
was a portable terminal to keep up.
Speaking of traveling, I carried a

Model 100 as soon as samples were
available. However, even more frus-

trating than not having one along on
a flight, was having one in my brief-

case and not being able to pull it out,

^ince the announcement was to be
some five to six months later! Now,
however, I find it doesn't matter.

Every time I've pulled it out on an
airplane, I haven't been able to use it

anyway! I'm too busy answering
questions about it and passing it

around to fellow travelers so they
can get a look!

We're all very pleased to be able to

bring you a product we feel is truly

revolutionary. I look fui ward lo

being able to share experiences and
insights with you in the months to

come. If you have some particular
topic you would like to see covered,

please address it to me in care of
Portable 100. 4

CanWe Reach Kansas

From Here, Toto?
Yes, Dorothy, you can if TYMNET is your data

network. We're one of the world's largest data

networks. And still growing.

This year, we're adding 150 cities to our network

in the U.S. alone. Current total is 400 and counting.

We're in more than 40 countries, too.

We offer users local-call access from more locations

than any other data network. More local connections

means lower costs because once you're on TYMNET,
there are never any long distance charges.

TYMNET is growing because customers are

recognizing the value of our proven technology.

We are committed to support you today and in the

future^whenever you grow.

Call us for immediate data networking solutions. Find

out how TYMNET'S cost-effective "Value-Added s"

can help you: (408) 946-4900; TYMNET, Inc.,

2710 Orchard Parkway, San Jose, CA 95134.

TYMNET™
Serving more than 6.1 million data calls per month

A Tymshare Company

/On

Ci'deNo fi cvi !<t?adi?r Service Card



INCREASE YOUR
100'S STORAGE WITH
128K FROM COMPUSERVE
Having access to 128K of stor-

age from any phone in North
America would be a real plus

for any portable computer owner,
but for the Model 100 owner with
CompuServe it's a reality.

CompuServe provides every sub-

scriber with 128,000 characters of

disk space. He or she can use the
space to send or retrieve electronic

mail, store notes, and even archive

Model 100 Basic programs.
I recently attended a two-day

seminar in New York on personal

computing. While everyone took
notes with a pencil, I took mine on
my Model 100! I Filled my 100 s

RAM by noon, but with one local

phone call, I was able to transmit my
notes in less than three minutes to

my disk space in Columbus, OH,
where I later retreived them. The
Model 100 with its built-in modem
and TELCOM made the cuiniectiou

easy.

First, access CompuServe. When
you purchase a Model 100 cable
from Tandy (Radio Shack catalog

no. 26-1410), you get one free hour
on CompuServe.

ACCESSING CIS. The Model 100
offers two methods for accessing

CIS — direct-connect modem and
acoustic coupler. Since the 100's

acoustic coupler isn't available as I

write this, I'll confine myself to the
direct con nertarress method.
The connection to the phone line

is fast and easy. Take the direct-con-

nect modem cable and insert the
computer connector (the 8-pin off-

white DIP plug) into the jack

marked phone at the rear of the 100.

Make sure the DIR/ACP (direct/

acoustic coupler) switch on the left

side of the computer is on DIR and
the ORG/ANS (originate/answer)

switch is on ORG. Disconnect the
telephone line from the telephone
— not from the wait! Insert the tele-

phone line into the modem cable's

beige connector and the cable's

silver wire into the telephone.

CONNECTING TO CIS. Enter the
TELCOM program, then press the

call key (F2). Type in the the CIS tele-

phone number and include the char-

acters after it. Press enter. The Model
100 will display "Calling" while it

dials the number. After you're con-

nected, you'll hear a beep and the

100 will enter its terminal program.
You can access CIS through Tyme-
net or Telenet, but I'll be limiting

myself to a direct connection to CIS.
After entering TERM, hold the con-

trol key down and press C. You will

then be asked for your user identifi-

cation. Once that is entered you will

be asked for your password. Your
password will not appear on the

screen for your security.

Your screen display will appear
similar to figure 1

.

To go directly to your disk space,

enter EXI at the function prompt (!).

Your screen will display OK. You
are now in your disk storage area.

To look at any files present, enter
DIR for a directory. Your directory

will be displayed in the format in fig-

ure 2.

The first column is your file name
and extension; the second, charac-

ters used for the file; and the last, the

creation date. The format of Com-

puServe file names are similar to

Model 100 file names. A mazimum
of six characters may be used for the

file name and an optional maximum
of three characters may be used for

an extension.

100 TC CIS. How do you get files

from your Model 100 to Com-
puServe? Easy! CompuServe pro-

vides a file generator editor called

FILGE. Think of FILGE as the

bucket you'll pour your Model 100
file into. First enter FILGE file

name.extension of the file you wish
to create, FILGE will respond.

New f i le TEST.DAT created - ready

You have now opened the file and
may transmit your Model 100 file to

CompuServe.
Press the upload key (F3). The

message "File to Upload?" will ap-

pear on your screen. Enter the file

name to send to CompuServe and
press enter. The prompt "Width?"
will appear. Enter a width for your
file. CompuServe requires a car-

9:34 EDT Monday 16-May-83

CompuServe Information Service

1 Home Services

2 Business & Financial

3 Personal Computing
4 Services for Professionals

5 User Information

6 Index

Enter yourselection number,
or H for more information

Figure 1

.

MOD100.DAT 3200 16-May-83

ADDRESS 3200 01-May-83

EAST.DO 9600 09-May-83

Figure 2.
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riage return prior to the 1 32nd char
acter you send it. To avoid a loss of
data, enter an output width as if you
were printing a report. I normally
use a width of 64 since 1 have a
Model III at home to access CIS.

The CompuServe FILGE File will

now be filled with ynur Model 100
File. Actually, the FILGE File thinks
you're manually typing in the File at

30 characters a second! Don't type
on the Model 100 keyboard while
you're uploading or it will be in-

cluded in your File.

UP will be displayed in reverse
video during the upload process.

When the UP changes to normal
video, the File has been transmitted.
All that's necessary now is to close

the FILGE File.

Enter a /EX on a new line. The
slash {/) as the First character of a new
line tells FILGE what follows is a
command. The command /EX will

close the File and take you back to

OK.

DOWNLOADING. Downloading
from CompuServe is even easier.

Once you are at OK, enter TYP and
the name and extension of the File

you wish to download. Before you
press enter, pressDOWN (F2). Your
Model 100 will prompt "File to

Download?" Enter a File name for

your 1 00. Press enter to begin down-
loading the CompuServe File, The
down label will also appear in re-

verse video until the download is

complete.
You may exit your disk area and

return to the CompuServe menu
mode by typing EXI followed by
enter. To disconnect from Com-
puServe, type BYE followed by
enter. Then press BYE (F8) on your
100.

The file you downloaded may re-

quire minor editing on your Model
100. Use the editor and position it to

the top of the File that should be de-
leted. This was the enter that started

the download process. Also at the

end ofthe File you should see a blank
line and an OK. These should also

be deleted.

Up- or downloading a Basic pro-

gram is just as easy as a text File. The
only difference is you press enter
when asked for the width. However,
if you think the Basic program has
lines over 132 characters in length,

enter 132 for the width and edit the

Basic File on your Model 100 later, j

013*72
4F

0120 * S BC
J°J

°l20o^94rVV 01367 &§fa\ ~

013T 7v>£6 «A?xA^nr. 4C
0"A-3TV 0135A\aAF7 4^^ >1 402

0 1 VV4

6 O
ttt

o o o o o o
J_l >J J_t l_l 1_J l_l

KQ K£) \0 \0

AB07~54
,olU1 ^

AB08 45
»*" t*" tr ™ P

A to m £p 5> > 5*
tJQ O O hrj Htl hrj tTj

° W ° ° a
Cg- ^^n m mo

•^0 ^0 ^ Ln0DfOUlOJ ^
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o

52

& RB2R 49
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How does Basic do what you tell it to do? Clues to

the language's subservience lie in ROM.

By JAKE COMMANDER

Mow on earth does Basic know
what to do? All those state-

ments, commands, and func-

tions, yet the interpreter untiringly

ploda through your code always

knowing what's required next. Just

how does it do it?

Well, if the answer were simple,
everybody would be writing Basic in-

terpreters and putting Microsoft

out of business. But it is possible to

follow at least some of the pathways
Basic uses to perform its duties.

Most addresses of the ROM rou-

tines which comprise Basic are held
in two tables. These can be unrav-

elled to give a list of routines used to

perform various tasks.

JUMP ADDRESSES. One tabic con
tains jump addresses for the com-
mands ( or verbs, as it were) which
will always be the first thing the in-

terpreter picks up from a statement.

The whole repertoire of such com-
mands is catered for the table lo-

cated at 0262 hex.

Basic gets the appropriate jump
address by using the token number
for the command it's about to ex-

ecute. All tokens are numbers from
128 to 255; therefore subtracting

128 gives numbers from zero to 127.

As each jump address in the table is

two bytes long, the token (minus

128) is multiplied by two to give an
offset into the table. This points

straight at the address which is

needed. The two-byte address is

picked up and jumped to — and
we're now executing a Basic com-
mand in pure machine code.

What happens next depends en-
tirely on the machine code for the

command itself. Various syntaxes
are allowed for some commands but
not for others. For instance, the

print command would allow an ex-

pression such as TAB(22);l/3 , so

would an LPRINT. But a LET would
have none of that. LET X =
TAB(22); 1/3 would have you on the
carpet in no time.

Also various combinations of to-

kens can do different things. The
comparison operators, for example,

can be used pretty much inter-

changeably. These operators, >=
<> = < , etc are all OK syntactically.

This versatility means a table for

such a wide set of possibilities is nigh

impossible.

<> =< etc.. are allOK syntactically.

This versatility means a table for

such a wide set of possibilities is nigh

impossible.

SECOND TABLE. However, there is

a second table at location 004E in the

ROM. This contains many addresses
used in the evaluation of Basic math
functions and expressions. These
are extracted and jumped to in a

similar fashion to the first table.

Any Basic word excluded from
either of these tables is handled

separately by the interpreter accord-

ing to its particular use. However,
out of a possible 128 tokens, these

two tables give us a mechanism by

which we can follow the machine-
cude execution of many of diem. It

is the combination of these routines

and the syntax checking required to

logically execute them that makes up
an interpreter.

The following list has been com-
piled from the two tables I've de-

scribed and a disassembly of other

parts of the ROM. It shows the entry

points for all important Basic state-

ments and functions. Certain func-

tions can have more than one possi-

ble syntactic use and the list does not

cover all such uses. (An example is

the statement OFF, which can be

SOUND OFF orMOTOROFF etc.)

The list is in four columns. The
first is the address in ROM where
the Basic word occurs in the vocabu-

lary table. The second entry is the

word itself. Third is the token as-

signed tn that wnrd when it is en-

coded by the Basic interpreter.

FOURTH COLUMN. The fourth col

umn contains the address the inter-

preterjumps to to execute the token

representing the statement or func-

tion desired. Once again, some state-

ments can have more than one use

such as MID$ (LH$)=RH$, and
LH$=MID$ (RH$). In these cases,

two addresses are given: one for use
on the left hand side of the equals

sign and one for the right hand side

of the sign.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, things

get a litde more complicated with the

mathematical functions in Basic. It's

not simply a matter of taking an ad-
dress for, say, a multiply routine and
then jumping to it. The Basic inter-

preter has to know the numeric type

of operator it has to work on. For in-

stance, with the addition operator,

Bask has four choices: signed in-

teger, single precision, double preci-

sion, and string. None of the other

binary operators allow string manip-
ulation, so they're limited to the

numeric variable types only.

The addresses of these binary

operators can be confirmed (if you
need confirmation) from three short

tables in ROM — one each for dou-
ble precision, single precision, and
integer numbers respectively. The
tables contain six addresses apiece

for addition, subtraction, multiplica-

tion, division, exponentiation, and
comparison. Rather than clutter the

token-address table, these addresses
are contained separately at the end.

In a following article, I'll be look-

ing at ways to use some of these ad-
dresses in your own machine-code

programs. For the more adventur-

ous, an experiment will probably

prove irresistable. Remember,
though, in a RAM -file machine such

as the Model 100, a lock-up may cost

you all your files. Use caution. #
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JAKE'S ROM 0193 = > TO _ C1 @ 076B

ADDRESSES FOR 0195 = > USING C2 @ 4991

BASIC KEYWORDS 01OA VARPTR = C3 @ 0F7E
01AO -> ERL _ C4 @ 0F56

0080 => END = on fnOU lii1 *4UYr 01A3 = > ERR C5 @ 0F47

0083 => FOR = At fit- 01A6 = > STRINGS C6 @ 296D
0086 -> NEXT — ^1 7Aft 01AD INSTR C7 @ 2A3 7

008A => DATA — R3 (ri) 01B2 = > DSKIS C8 @ 5073

008E => INPUT = 01 B7 = > INKEY$ C9 @ 4BEA

0093 => DIM = H/OD 01BD = > CSRLIN = CA @ 1D90

0096 => READ — 0CD9 01C3 OFF _ C8 various

009A => LET = R7 (ffi nop 'i 01C6 - > HIMEM _ CC @ 1DB9

009D => GOTO = OO (yJ UYOO 01CB - > THEN CD @ 0B2A

00A1 => RUN = on j^f,CY (a) noneUYUr 01CF => NOT _ CE (a) 1064

00A4 -> IF DA /^i CHD2 = -> STEP CF @ 0783

00A6 => RESTORE = fiR fa) 407 F 01D6 = > + _ DO *

OOAD => GOSUB - UY1C 01D7 = > _
D1

* S©6

00B2 => RETURN = OU [C7J UYOO 01 D8 => * = D2 *
table

00B8 -> REM — noAn 01 DO /
_ D3 * crtend

00BB => STOP' = RF (ffior t,u-' Hv7n 01DA => A = D4 *

00BF => WIDTH = on /?riYU (G/ 01 DB = > AND _ D5 @ 1097

00C4 => ELSE = yi (a)
noAn 01 DE OR _, D6 @ 108C

00C8 -> LINE - 01 E0 — > XOR D7 @ 10A2

OOCC => EDIT = vo (a1 otoi 01 E3 - > EQV = D8 @ 10AD

OODO => ERROR = Y4 (ai UBUr 01 E6 => IMP DO fa) 10B5

00D5 => RESUME = YO @ UAoU 01 E9 => MOD _ DA @ 37DF
OODB -> OUT - TO tCt>

< «n/^- 01EC _ DB * 377E

OODE => ON = 07 fa) 01 ED => > = DC @ 0E29

00E0 => DSKO$ — Oft rfrlYO (a) OU/1 01EE
_ DD @ 0E29

0OE5 => OPEN = YY eg/
01EF = > < _ DE @ 0E29

0OE9 — > CLOSE 01 F0 SON = DF @ 3407

UOcfc => LOAD OR rtl]YD \<JJ dn7n 01F3 => INT — E0 @ 3654

0OF2 => MERGE 5S5 or f® 4D71 01F6 => ABS = E1 @ 33F2

0OF7 => FILES = OD fS) 1F^Airun 01 F9 => FRE = E2 @ 2B4C
OOFC —> SAVE 4DCF 01FC —> INP — E3 @ 1100

0100 => LFILES 9F @ 506F 01 FF = > LPOS - E4 @ 10C8

0106 => LPRINT AO @ 0B4F 0203 POS = E5 @ 10CE

010C => DEF = A1 @ 0fl79 0206 => SQR = E6 @ 305A
01 OF —> POKE A2 @ 128B 0200 RND — E7 @ 313E
nit's DDtMT01*0 => rWINI A3 @ 0B56 020C LOGLVv Ffi (a) 2FCF
0118 => CONT = A4 (S> 40DA u£ur — cat FO l7f]CY \W

011C => LIST = A5 @ 1140 = ^, FA (n) 9FFF
0120 —> LUST — A6 @ 113B 0215 ^> SIN FR (Hi 2F09
nine r a pi0125 => CLEAR = A7 @ 40F9 0218 = > TAN EC fa) 2F58
01 2A => CLOAD = A8 @ 2377 091

R

— ATN FP> fa) 9F71

012F => CSAVE AO (S) 2280 091

F

PFFW FF fa)

0134 — > TIMES AA @ 19AB 1904 0222 EOF 1889
01 3V => UATfcp AB @ 19BD 1924 0225 — > LOC F0 fa)ro (jt1 506D
013E => DAYS AC @ 19F1 1955 — ^ 1 OF F1 In)

0142 => COM AD f?7i 1A9E 099R — ^ PINT CO fit) OJU

1

0145 MDM AE @ 1A9E 022F CSNO 352A
0148 => KEY AF (3) 1BB8 0233 — > CDBL F4 (S) 35BA
014B => CLS BO @ 4231 FIX ro ^ 1.AAF.

014E => BEEP = R1 fai 4220 — ^ 1 FN CA /a'; iY»tO
0152 —> SOUND B2 @ 1DC5 023D STR$ F7 (t£ 273A
UlO/ => LCUrY B3 @ 1E5E 0241 = > VAL F8 (ffi 2A07
015C => PSET B4 @ ClOAA — ^> FO /a'1 294F
0160 => PRESET B5 @ 1C66 0247 — ^> CHR$ FA (a) 295F
0166 => MOTOR B6 @ 1DEC 024B = ^> SPACES FB @ 298E
016B => MAX B7 @ 7F0B 19DB 0251 — > LEFTS FC @ 29AB
016E => POWER B8 @ 1419 0256 = > RIGHTS FD fai 29DC
0173 => CALL B9 (a) 1DFA 25C MID$ FF (ffi 2AC2 29E6
0177 => MENU BA @ 5797 0260 = -> FF @ 0A90
01 7B => IPL dd (aJ 1A/0
017E => NAME BC @ 2037 + *

/ > Cmpr
0182 => KILL BD @ 1F91 DP. 2B78 2B69 2CFF 2DC7 3D8E 34FA
0186 SCREEN BE @ 1E22 S.P. 37F4 37FD 3803 380E 3D7F 3498
018C => NEW BF @ 20FE INT 3704 36F8 3725 0F0D 3DF7 34C2
01 8F => TAB( CO @ 0C01 String 28CC 270C-<
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With a little Basic help, your 100 can be a hot-shot
word processor.

By RICHARD RAMELLA

Though its text-handling capa-

bilities are diverse, the Model
100's built-in, word-processing

program lacks features needed by
many wordsmiths. So I wrote
TEXTHELPER, a fairly short Basic
program that formats printed docu-
ments in useful ways.

With this program, you may set

side margins from 0 to 20, single-,

double- or triple-space, and print

page numbers, headers, and footers.

The text is automatically printed in

a spaced format so it continues from
page to page with uniform margins
at top and bottom. It is for use with
standard 8 l/2-by- 1 1 -inch paper.
Andjust to show you my heart's in

the right place, I've thrown in a little

routine that counts the words in a
document.

FASTER THAN HAND. The format
printing process occurs quite slowly

by computer standards but still is

perhaps 10 times faster than the
human hand and unerring in fol-

lowing your instructions. Sophisti-
cated and lightning quick word
processing is on the horizon for the
Model 100, but those programs you
won't get for the cost of a few maga-
zine pages.

The experts may want to skip

ahead here, because I'm starting at

the beginning for the many Model
100 owners just getting acquainted
with their machine.

The Model 1 00 has several kinds
of files. The two we'll deal with are
text documents and Basic programs.
The program TEXTHELPER is a
Basic program. It calls up material in

a text File and sends it to the line

printer, which prints it on paper in

the format you have determined.

TEXTWARE———^

_

What you need to know about cre-

ating a text file is in chapter eight

(pages 43-60) of the manual that

came with the computer. Once you
are able to create a text file, write
words in it, and save the file, you can
use this program,

MENU MODE. In the menu mode,
die text file you create will be fol-

lowed by the file name extension

DO. Using TEXTHELPER, you
may call up only .DO files for for-

matting.

Before you Run TEXTHELPER,
there must be a text file in the sys-

tem, and you must know the exact

name of it. This isn't difficult be-

cause you named the file when you
created it.

A note of caution is warranted
here. When you create the text file,

make sure you don't use the tab key
nn your 100 And although your
typing teacher may have taught you
to leave two spaces between sen-

tences, don't do it here. The results

will be bizarre.

Let's say you want to formal a file

listed in the menu as MOM.DO. (It's

a long overdue letter to your poor
old gray-haired mother.)

This program is so user-friendly

many experienced computerjockeys

are going to be kicking oui program
lines left and right. But it protects

the novice computer user from mis-

takes in numerous ways.
As the program begins, a two-item

menu is shown. Type 1 and tap enter

to try the word counter. Or type 2

and tap enter to try the document
formatter. Tap anything else and
you must try again until you get one
ofthe two acceptable answers.

WORD COUNTER. If you try the

word-counter routine, it asks for the

name of the file to be accessed. The
tile name is MOM.DO, but you just

type in the word MOM in any mix of
upper and lower case, and the ma-
chine understands. The program
displays WORDS: followed by a

number that grows as each word is

counted. When it's through count-
ing, you know it because you're told

"TapM to return to MENU."
The document formatting part of

the program is more complex in its

workings but not complex in use.

DECISIONS, DECISIONS. To for
mat, you must make several deci

sions. I'll list them in turn:

• You're asked what margin from 0
to 20 you wish. A choice less than
zero or more than 20 is unaccepta-

ble. Paper sized at 8 V^-by- 1 1 inches

will hold about 85 characters on a

line Note that Q'/s-hy-l 1-inrh mm-
puter paper is actually 8V2 inches

wide after you tear off the tractor-

feed margins. If your line printer al-

lows changing the width of letters, I

advise you to set it at 10 characters

per inch so 85 characters fit snugly

between one edge and the other.

Otherwise, this program may give

you unintended results.

The number you choose for a left

margin is exact but on the 1 ight it is

approximate. Both are about the

same, but the right margin allows a

bit of grace. Phis is because the pro-
gram doesn't go to the next line until

it encounters a line feed or blank
space occuring after passing the line
length determined by the margins it

passed. This prevents line feeds in

mid-word.
• That brings us to the next choice.

Ifyou select a right margin of 1 U and
a left margin of 10, then you'll have
a line with' about 65 characters (85
minus 20) in it. The program tells

you this and asks: "Is this okay?" If

it isn't, type N for no and tap Enter.

Please turn the page
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Continued from page 27

You'll get another try at setting mar-
gins and may keep trying until satis-

fied. Answering Y for yes sends the

program onward.
• A menu for line spacing is shown.
Your choices are 1 for single space,

2 for double space, and 3 for triple

space. If you are printing a single-

spaced document on a single page,
it's better to use the print function

included with the Model 100's text-

processing program.
Single-spaced text gives you 50

lines a page, double-spaced 25 lines,

and triple-spaced 16 lines.

• Now choose your header. A
header is just word-processing jar-

gon for a title. You don't need a

header on a letter to mom, but in

other cases it's very useful: War and
Peace — Fifth Draft... Annual Re-

port... and the like. You are given a
limit here for the number of charac-
ters you may put in the header. It's

based on the number of characters

in the formatted line. If your header
is too long, you get a chance to write
a slioitci unc. Iii fact, it's manda-
tory.

The header also includes three

other interesting things; the date,

the time, and the page number.
These are provided automatically.

I'm afraid that by including the

exact time on each page, I've re-

vealed exactly how slow this pro-

gram can be — more than two min-
utes for a double-spaced page 65
characters wide.

• The final format choice is the

footer. It goes below the final line on
the page and approximately flush

with the right of that line. A footer

may say (MORE), (CONTINUED)
or any other message you want on
each page. Don t make it too long; if

it is longer than the number ofchar-
acters in your line, you may get an
error message and a crashed pro-
gram. Trusting you to follow this ad-

vice, I have not built in a rescue

should your footer exceed the num-
ber ofcharacters in the line.

GENTLE REMINDER. Now the pro
gram reminds you to turn on the

printer and position the paper. On
my ancient Line Printer III the

paper is positioned if the top of the
print head is even with the perfora-

tion across the top of the first fan-

fold page on which I will be printing.

You may have to experiment for the

best setting on your printer.

On the same screen display as

your final reminders are the words:
"Enter name of text file to be for-

matted." In our hypothetical case,

we type the word "mom" and stand

back for some turtle-like formatted

printing.

If your printer doesn't jam the
first time you look away from U, you
might go into the kitchen for milk

and cookies while it does its work.
You can get pretty bored watching
this program run — even when it's

printing yourown deathless words.^

100 REM * TEXTHELPER *

101 REM * TRS-80 Model 100
*

102 REM * By RichardRamella *

110 CLS
120 PRINTMenu:"
130 PRINTSTRING$(24,*-")

140 PRINT1-Word Counter"
160 PRINT *2 - Document Formatter"

170 PRINTSTRING$(24,'-"

)

180 INPUT"Numberofyourchoice*;A
190 IF A<>1 AND Ao2THENCLS

: PRINFChoices limited to..."

:GOTO120
200 CLS

:H=0
:P=0

210 IFA=2THEN340
220 REM * Word Count Routine *

*Sec p. 4 lor an explanation <>t Portable I (Hi's program listing format.
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about choosing
software??

Thp MICRO-SOFTWARE GUIDE and DIRECTORY is COMPREHENSIVE and SIMPLE to use. Its

concise organization helps you QUICKLY find the right software for your system and applica-
tion needs. Over 700 current software packages are fully described. Four indexes are provided
to identify software by producer, application, distributor and package name. You will find the
annotated bibliography, industry resource section, glossary and six articles useful fpaturps
complementing the software specification listings. To insure the Directory is complete and up-
to-date, annual Supplements will be published in 1983 & '84 which will include new matrixes,
indexes, software packages and conversions.

Enclosed with all orders will be an addendum, current to the time of shipment, describing
landmark software packages produced since the Micro-Software Guide and Directory's
November publication such as Lotus' 1 -2-3, VISICORPs four new packages, Cregg's Mainline,
plus a list of other software just released.

OVER 700 SOFTWARE PACKAGES
IDENTIFIED by
• Operating systems • Applications •

• Costs • Product description •

CPU • Disk size/type * Hardware
requirements • Compatible software

RESOURCE SECTION
• Primary publications • Services

GLOSSARY

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

ARTICLES
• Tutorials on opQrating systems and
languages • Financial software used in

corporate planning • What buyers should
expect from retailers • How a micro software
consultant can assist you • Common hang-ups
and glitches

ALPHABETICAL LISTS of

• Distributor companies • Software
producers » Package name and price

CircleNo. 12on ReaderService Card

r

MATRIXES
• DBMS • Word processing software

INDEXES TO SOFTWARE by
• Package • Application • Producer
• Distributor

HO Micro-Software Guide &
Directory

$J0 1983 & '84 Supplements
Please Invoice

Payment Enclosed

For Immediate Delivery, Phone: (203)

227-8466

Charge to:

visa Mastercard

American Express

Arct# r-vp

Address

Ciryf5T7Zip_

Phone

Mail to- Online,

06883
Inc., Dept. TH, 11 Tannery Lane, Weston, CT



230 WH
240 INPUrNameoffileforword

counf;N$
250 OPEN N$ FOR INPUT AS 1

260 A$HNPUT$(1,1)
270 Z$=Z$+A$
280 N=N+1
290 IF N>3THEN Z$=RIGHT$(Z$,3)
300 IFEOF(1)THEN780
31D IFA$=CHR$(1Q)THENW=W+1
311 IFLEFT$(Z$,1)oCHR$(32)ANDMID$(

Z$,2,1)=CHR$(32)ANDRIGHT$(Z$,1)<>CHR$[
32)THENW=W+1

320 PRINT @165,"WORDS:";W
330 GOTO 260
340 REM * Document Formatter*
350 INPUT "Margin width £0 to 20)";M

360 IFM<0ORM>20THENCLS
: PRINT "Note limits"

: GOTO 350 ELSE M-INT(M)
:CLS

370 WL=85-(M*2)
380 PRINT "Margins orM'left and right

yield"

390 PRINT "a line of

aboufWL'characters"
400 INPUT Is this okay (y/n)";G$

410 IFG$<>YANDG$o*Y"ANDG$<>'n"
ANDG$o*N"THENCLS
:GOTO380

420 IFG$="n"ORG$= uN°THENCLS
:GOTO350 ELSE CLS

430 PRINT "Spacing;"

440 PRINT STRING$(15/-")
450 PRINT "1 -single'

460 PRINT "2 -double'
470 PRINT "3 -triple"

480 PRINT STRINGS (15,"-")

490 INPUrChoose1,2or3";SP
500 IFSPol AND SP<>2 AND SP<>3 THEN

CLS
; GOTO 430 ELSE CLS

510 PRINrHeaderupto"WL-
19*characters."

520 INPUT"Headerchoice";HE$
530 IFLEN(HE$)>WL-19THEN CLS

:PRINTHE$

:PRINT "too long.*

:PRINT

:GOTO510
540 CLS
550 INPUT

w
Footerchoice";FO$

560 CLS
570 PRINT Tine printeron? Paper

positioned?"

580 PRINT "Entername of text file to be
formated."

590 INPUTN$
600 P=1
610 FORA=1T04
620 LPRINT

630 NEXT
640 XX=1
650 GOSUB880
660 LPRINT

670 LPRINT
680 OPEN N$ FOR INPUTAS 1

690 LPRINT SPACE$(M);
700 A$=INPUT$(1/I)

710 IF EOF(1
]
THEN PRINT "Document has

been printed in chosen format."

:GOTO780
720 LPRINT A$;

730 H=H+1
740 IF H>WLANDAS =CHR$(32) THEN FOR

V=1TOSP
:LPRINT

:J-J+1

:NEXTV
IPRINTSPACES(M);
:H=0

750 IF A5=CHR$(10] AND 5P>1 THEN J= J+1
;FORV=1TOSP-1
1PRINT
:J=J-M

:NEXTV
:LPRINTSPACE$[M);

;H=0

:ELSEIFA$=CHR$(10)THENJ=J+1
:H=0
:LPRINTSPACE$(M);

760 ANDJ=50ORSP=2ANDJ=50
ORSP=3ANDJ=48THENGOSUB810

770 GOTO 700
780 CLOSE 1

790 PRINT (g) 240/Tap M to return to

MENU"
800 IFINKEY$=™THEN790ELSE110
810 LPRINT

820 LPRINT

830 LPRINTSPACE$(85-[M+LEN(FO$}));FO$
840 FORS=1T08
850 LPRINT

860 NEXTS
870 IF SP=3 THEN LPRINT

1PRINT
880 J=00

:IFXX=0THENP=P+1
890 LPRINT SPACE$[M);CHR$(32);HE$;CHR$(

32);CHR$(32];DATE$;CHR$[32);TIME$;SPACE$

(3);P

900 LG=LEN(HE$+CHR$(32)+DATE$+CHR$(32)+
TIMES +SPACE$(7))

910 LPRINT SPACE$(M);STRING$(LG,"-")

920 IFXX=1THENXX=0
:RETURN

930 FOR $=1 TO 3

940 LPRINT

950 NEXTS
960 LPRINT SPACES(M);
970 RETURN
980 END*
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Only six months old and already a
winner, the Model 100 has taken
microdom by storm.

By JOHN P. MELLOJR.

Revolutionary. That's the

word for the TRS-80
Model 100, according to
the Tandy Corporation.

"There just isn't any
other machine that's ever been made
that interacts in this manner," de-
clared Jon Shirley at the spring
meeting of the Boston Computer
Society. Shirley, then Tandy's vice
president for computer merchandis-
ing, is now president and chief

operating officer for Microsoft Cor-
poration. Microsoft designed the
software for the 1 00.

"I felt the concept was a revolu-
tionary concept, but the key, to my
mind, wasn't the physical hard-
ware," Bill Walters, the Model 100's

buyer, told Portable 100. Walters
shepherded the 100 for Tandy from
inception to market.

BELLWETHER. "If you take the soft-

ware out of the 100," he said, "it's

just another, box." He maintained
the 100 is a bellwether for micro-
computing: "You're going to see
more transparent operating sys-

tems, operating systems that create

an invisible shell for friendly sys-

tems."

At the Boston forum, Shirley—in

an apparent reference to Apple
Computer Corporation's Lisa

—

sniped at "another famous ma-
chine... 10 times the price" of the 100
that "almost" totally interacts with its

programs the way Tandy's Micro
Executive Work Station does.

The other famous micro, Shirley

went on to' note, does not totally in-

teract with its programs. "There are
a lot of little gotchas there," he ob-
served. "There are no little gotchas
with [the Model 100]." Then he
added in a humorous vein, "We'll
build ours in later."

SWEET REVENGE. The sustained
publicity the 100 has received must
be sweet revenge for Tandy, whose

announcement of its Model 12 in
January was swamped by fondling
press coverage of Lisa.

Even PC magazine ran a lavish
spread on the 1 00, an unusual move
for a periodical dedicated to the
IBM Personal Computer. Author
Corey Sandler explained the deci-
sion this way:

"The TRS-80 Model 100 Portable
Computer is not compatible with the
IBM PC. Why, then, is it appearing
in the pages ofPC magazine? Simply
because this micro microcomputer is

so well-equipped and practical that it

makes direct disk-to-disk compati-
bility seem irrelevant,

"Radio Shack's Model 100 offers a
tool for business people, writers, and
travelers straight out of the once-
amazing days of Dick Tracy and his

wristwatch television set."

REVOLUTIONARY? What of Tandy's
claim the 100 is revolutionary? You
won't find microcomputer pundits
disputing it. t hey're preoccupied
praising the machine. Competitors
don't have time for disputation

either. They're too busy rushing
knockoffs ofthe 100 to market.

Augustin Hedberg, in a Money
magazine article on portable com-
puters, appears to support Tandy's
revolutionary claim. "The Model
100 is so packed with goodies it

could well become the machine of
the year," he wrote. "Just the fact

that someone who knows absolutely

Please turn thepage
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Continued from page 35

nothing about computers can sit

down with the Model 1 00 and in less

than 10 minutes be writing letters on
it puts it in a class all its own."
He added, "The Model 100's in-

ternalized software system—no
more disks, drives, and interminable
strings ofcommands to memorize

—

marks a giant step forward in the
rapprochement between man and
machine."

GREATER ACCEPTANCE. Writing
in Infoworld, Aaron Goldberg, a

senior research analyst for Interna-

tional Data Corporation in Framing-
ham, MA, called portable comput-
ing an important evolutionary step

in the development of microcom-
puters because it will lead to greater
acceptance or computers in the of-

fice and the home.
"As word processing maintains its
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premier importance in the scope of
office application needs," he said,

"products such as the Radio Shack
Model 1UU will grow in importance
because they truly extend the func-

tions of the office beyond corporate
walls."

"Let me risk this prophecy," he
added. "Since many people now own
more than one calculator—one on
the desk, one at home, one in the

briefcase—can widespread owner-
ship of personal computers be far

behind?"
Even if the advent of the two-com-

puter family isn't imminent, the ad-

vent ofcompetition is. Tandy's arch-
rival Apple is preparing its "Elf and
IBM its "Peanut". The 100's

brother, the NEC 8200, is expected
to be released by summer's end. And
later this fall, Spectravideo of New
York is expected to throw its chip in

the ring.

The Spectravideo Execumate re-

portedly will sell for under $1000. It

will have a display of 16 40-character
lines. The software will include a

text editor, Basic, and multiphm.
The micro will have 64K of ROM
and 32K of RAM, which could be
upgraded to 64K.

BANDWAGON EFFECT. This band-
wagon effect of the 100 may, above

all else, be the strongest indicator of

just how revolutionary a machine it

really is. In that light, the words of
Tandy's President and Chief Execu-
tive Officer John Roach at the BCS
meeting seem more than corporate
puffeiy. "1 believe this is the first in

a generation of not only portable

computers, but simpler computers."

"Not only do we feel that way," he
added with a smile, "we know many
of you do, too, because the 100 is

selling exceptionally well." y



Tandy PresidentJohn Roach Jon Shirley *W
All smiles about success ofTOO. He took a parting shot at Apple before

leuvmgTandyforjvbatMicTusuft.

SHIRLEY
NEW CEO
AT MICROSOFT
Microsoft Corporation, a

major producer of software

for computers, announced John
Shirley, viee president of com-
puter merchandising for the

Radio Shack division of the

Tandy Corporation, was elected

president and chief operating of-

ficer.

According to The Wall Street

Journal) the 45 year old Shirley

succeeds James C. Towne, who
resigned as presidentJune 20, cit-

ing a clash of management styles

and goals with those of William
Gates, 27, chairman of Microsoft.

Shirley took the reins of Microsoft
August 1

TheJournal described Microsoft

as a "closely held concern." It said

it has grown rapidly to become
one of the most important pro-

ducers of software for microcom-
puters. Its Microsoft Basic, the

daily reported, is widely used; its

MS-DOS operating system is used
on the IBM personal computer.
Most of the company's growth
came from licensing such prod-
ucts to makers of computers and
computer systems, who then in-

corporate the software into their

machines. But now, The Journal
said, Microsoft is trying to build

sales of products directly to users
of computers. It plans, for exam
pie, a major advertising campaign
to sell its new word-procesing
software, Multi-Tool Word,
which the company expects to

start shipping in August.

Marketing such products is

where Shirley comes in. "My mm-
mission is to manage the com-
pany's growth, with special eye to

the retail-marketing side," he told
TheJuumal, "Bill [Gates] wants to

devote much of his time to prod-
uct development and product in-

novation."

Almost all of Tandy's com-
puters use software developed by

Microsoft, Shirley said. Microsoft
and Tandy also worked closely to-

gether in developing the TRS-80
ModellOO. y
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An indispensible gadget for any 100 owner is a null-

modem connector. Here's how to make one,

By TERRY KEPNER

To connect your Model 100
through its RS232 port to

another computer, you need a
device called a "null-modem connec-
tor" and an RS232 cable, A null
modem (null as in none) is simply a
double-DB-25 connector with cer-

tain lines crossed between them to
simulate a modem between the con-
nectors. The RS232 cable is just a
length of cable with two male DB-25
connectors.

The computer-to-computer con-
nection is very simple, since all you
have to do to get the two computers
"talking" is to connect the input lines
of one computer to the output lines

of the other and vice versa. On the
Model 100, and with most other
standard RS232 port computers, die
pins in the DB-25 connector are as-

signed as shown in Figure 1

.

HARDWARE

CONNECTIONS. To connect two
computers, just cross-connect pins 2
to 3, 4 to 5, and 6 and 20 to 8, as illus-

trated in figure 2. All you need are
two DB-25 connectors, some wire, a
soldering iron, some solder, and a
little miscellaneous hardware.
Why would you want to make one

yourself? Because it's cheaper to

build it {under $10) than to buy it

($29.95)! And if yuu don't already
have an RS232 cable, it's even
cheaper (Radio Shack sells a five-

foot, double-male cable for $39.95)
to build instead ofbuy.

Since there are two types of DB-25
connectors, male and female, the
exact cost of your homc-built null

modem depends on which you de-
cide to use. The male connector
(Radio Shack catalog no. 276-1547)
costs $2-99, while the female connec-
tor (276-2548) costs $3.99. Another
factor is the length of cable used,
and whether nr not you use DB-25
hoods ($2. 19 each).

HOME BREWED. Another bonus to
building your own null modem con-

nector (with at least one male DB-25)
is that it will easily fit on your Model
100; Radio Shack's null modem
won't. To use the Radio Shack's null-

modem connector, you have to at-

tach the connector to the other com-
puter's RS232, plug the extension
cable into it, then plug the other end

Pin 1 Ground
Pin 2 Data Transmit Line

Pin 3 Data Receive Line

Pin 4 Request to send
line

Pin 5 Clearto send line

Pin 6 Data set ready
Pin 7 Ground
Pin 8 Carrierdetect

(not connected
on Model 100)

Pin 20 Data Terminal Ready

Figure 1 .
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of the extension cable into your
Ml 00. This isn't always easy or prac-

tical.

Before building your null-modem
connector, you have to decide where
you'll be using it the most. Normally,
you'll need one male and one female
connector for your null modem, but
there are some situations in which
you need a double-female or double
male null-modem connector. For
example, if you have an RS232 cable
with a female connector at each end,

you'll need a double-male null-
modcin connector. Similarly, if you
want the null modem to include the

extra length of wire to reach from
one RS232 port to another {such as
connecting two Model 100's to-

gether), you'll need a double-male
null modem. Usually, you'll be using
a cable attached to the other com-
puter and connecting that cable to

the null-modem connector plugged
into your computer, a situation re-
quiring a short male/female null-

modem.

to cover. That is, for a five-foot

cable, you need 40 feet of wire, If

your null-modem connector is only
an inch or two in length (like the

Radio Shack null-modem connec-
tor), you can buy two two-inch brass

screws with three nuts each {total

cost about 70 cents) and bolt the two
connectors together to form a single

unit and relieve the str ain of flexing
the wires. Longer lengths will re-

quire the use of the DB-25 hoods to

protect the wires.

only two pins connected straight

across. Solder A's pin 2 wire to B's

pin 3. Solder A's pin 3 wire to B's pin
2. Similarly, across the wires from
A's pins 4 and 5 to B's pins 5 and 4.

Now solder A's pin 8 wire to B's pin

20, and A's pin 20 wire to B's pin 8.

IP

40-FOOT WIRE. When you've de
tided on your arrangement, buy the
two connectors and some gauge
wire. If you've decided to eliminate
the need for a separate cable, buy at

least eight times the length of wire
you need for the distance you want

cut eight wires to length,and
strip off about 1/8 inch of insulation

from each end of each wire. To one
connector, which I'll refer to as con-
nector A, solder one wire to each of
pins 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 20 (there

are numbers by each pin). Then cut

two short lengths, about one-inch
long, and strip the ends of insulation
for about an 1/8 inch.

Solder one short length of wire to

pin 6 of one connector, then bend it

back and solder the other end to pin

20 (pins 6 and 20 are now tied to-

gether, with a long piece of wire
going from pin 20 on connector A).

Repeat this with the other short wire
on the other connector. Take the

wire from pin 1 of connector A, and
solder it to pin 1 of connector B.

Similarly, solder the wire on pin 7 to

pin 7 of connector B. These are the

If you have one, use a Volt/Ohm-
meter to verify pins I and 7 are

straight through, pins 2 and 3, 4 and
5, and 8 and 20 are cross-connected.

Pins 6 should connect to pins 20 of
their own connector and to pin 8 of
the other connector. If you don't
have an ohm meter, take apart a
flashlight and use its batteries and
bulb, and extra pieces of wire, to test

for complete circuits. You also want
to make sure there aren't any solder

bridges accidentally connecting pins

that shouldn't be connected.

DB-25 HOODS. When you're fin-

ished, attach the DB-25 hoods to the

DB-25 connectors. The hoods pro-
tect the wires from excessive flexing

at the solder joints, and make it

easier to disconnect the null modem
from your computer without pulling

the wires out of the null modem. If

you constructed a short null modem,
as 1 did, the screws will hold the unit
together and protect the wires.

Good luck and happy transmit-

ting. *
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Increasing your gains and cutting your
losses is a cinch with this portfolio

managment program.

By EDWIN DETHLEFSEN

Market- 100 creates and
maintains an invest-

ment portfolio and I

believe, in some ways,

it tops some commer-
cial programs for the TRS-80 Mod-
els I and III.

The program maintains and up-
dates records of stock prices by
calendar dates and uses those rec-

ords to create trend charts on your
Model 100 screen.

Market- 100 details the current
status of your holdings and reports

the amount of unrealized gain or

loss on each one. It also summarizes
each holding and screens a summary
on your whole portfolio.

Using Market- 1 00 makes it easy to

distinguish winners from losers in

your portfolio and make well-in-

formed judgments about selling a

security or buying more of it.

PRINTOUTS. Used in conjunction
with the print feature of the Model
100, the program will produce a

printout of its updates and periodic

portfolio summaries.
Although Market- 100 doesn't

permit automatic updating of your
portfolio through telecommunica-

i -^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^

^^^^
^^^^

BUSINESS
tion with an information network
like Dow Jones or CompuServe, you
can use your 100 to automatically

dial your broker and as he gives you
the quotes for your stock, you can

enter the quotes manually.

Market- 100 occupies about 3.5K
of random accesss memory. It will

run easily in an 8K Model 100, but

the gradual expansion of the files

generated by the program will soon
absorb all RAM in an 8K machine.

So unless you have few stocks in your
portfolio, an 8K 100 may contain in-

sufficient memory for proper opera-

tion ofthe program.
For truly extensive use of Market-

1 00, your 1 00 should contain at least

16K of RAM. However, I recom-

mend 24K because, unless your
portfolio is very lengthy, that size

100 will leave 10K to 15K for other
uses. With 24K RAM, you can use

your Model 1 00 for a variety of pur-

poses without the chore of loading

files from tape every time you want
to update your portfolio.

24K SUGGESTION. My portfolio

fluctuates around a dozen stocks. So
far, it has about a dozen updates in

each file. With all that in the RAM of

my 24K machine, I still have plenty

of room for address and schedule
files, plus 2,000 words of correspon-

dence, memos, and the like.

Here's how the program works.

Line 70 sets dimensions for 15 stock

holdings. If fewer than 1 1 stocks will

be in the portfolio, most of line 70
[except D(18) and K(18)j can be de-

leted to increase working memory.
The numbers in line 70 can be

altered to match the maximum
numher of stocks in the portfolio

Similarly, if more than 18 updates

are included in each file, D(n) and
K(n) must be increased accordingly.

The portfolio and program oc-

cupies menu space on your 100

equal to the number of stocks in

your portfolio plus two (MAR-
KETSA and TICKER.DO).
On initialization, Market- 100

asks, "DATE ( MMDDYY)?." It is

important to insert the appropriate

six digits here (no slashes—just the

digits, including zeros). This date

will be filed permanently with the

current update prices. The menu
will contain the options in figure 1

.

Please turn thepage
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The program produces a menu. I

select (1) Create File and press enter.

The screen clears and "Enter

ticker symbol?" appears. I type in

HHOT.
I'm asked, "Enter cost/share?".

With the $100 commission (I use a

discount broker), I paid $7.10 per
share, eo I enter 7.10.

I'm now asked, "Enter # shares

purchased?" I enter 1000.

The program checks my entries

by asking, "You own 1000 shares

HHOT. Correct? (Y/N) (Enter 'M'

for Master Menu)?" I have three

choices here. If my entries were cor-

rect, I enter Y. If I wish to change my
entry, I enter N, and the screen re-

turns to a request for a ticker sym-
bol. If I have decided not to make
any purchase entry, I can enter M to

return to the master menu.
Assuming my entries are correct,

I enter Y. The screen clears and I am
informed, "File created for HHOT.
Press <ENTER> to continue?"

Fur example, if I purchase
another 1000 shares ofHHOT next

month, I must create a new file with

a slightly different name (say,

HHOT2). When updating that

stock, I must enter a separate update
for each file of that stock.

When you elect to update a file,

you're asked to "Enter ticker for up-

date." The file is opened for the

stock, and you're asked, "Current
price of [Ticker]." Enter the current

price and date.

Then the program informs you of
the current value of your holding,

the initial amount paid per share,

the current amount of unrealized

gain or loss per share, and the per-

centage gained or lost on your origi-

nal investment.

I generally call my broker once a

week for update prices. With the
Model 100 beside the telephone (I

have it direct-connected to the

phone for automatic dialing using

TELCOM.), I update all my hold-

ings at once. This is especially useful

when consistency is desired for com-
paring the trend charts screened
from item three on the master

menu.

HOW HOT IS HHOT7 Let's try up-

dating HHOT. I select two from the

mastermenu. The screen clears,

then asks, "Enter ticker ('M' for

Menu)". I enter HHOT. I am asked,

"Current price of HHOT is?". I

enter 7.10 again. The purchase date

will automatically be recorded, and
the information in figure 2 is dis-

played on your screen.

Current val ofHHOT is 7100

You paid 7.1/shr

This isagainofO/shr

Currentgain is0%
Press <ENTER> to continue?

Figure 2.

Continued fturn fJdye 4

1

(1] Create File

(2) Update File

(3) ChartTrend/Review $$
(4) Portfolio Summary
(5) Tickers

(6) End

(7) Delete Ticker

Figure 1

.

You're asked to enter the number
from the menu representing your
selection. If you select create a file

(add a new stork holding to the port-

folio), you're asked to enter the

ticker symbol of the new holding,

the cost per share, and the number
of shares purchased. The program
promptly establishes a new, perma-
nent ASCII file named after the

ticker symbol, and adds the new
ticker symbol to the TICKER.DO
file, which contains a list ofthe stock

symbols in your portfolio. You're
then prompted to return to the mas-

ter menu.

COMMISSION FEES. Here are two
suggestions that make Market- 100
more useful as a portfolio manager.
First, incorporate commission fees

into the per share price of the stock

This will provide a more accurate

calculation of gains and losses dur-

ing subsequent updates and port-

folio summaries.
Second, update a file after creating

it. Then the initial cost per share and
the purchase date will be recorded
with the initial cost. When the stock is

sold this can be important in deter-

mining the long or short term capital

gains or losses without having to look

up die broker's invoices.

Although Market- 100 does not

record sales or determine long or
short term capital gains, it will con-

tain all the necessary data for doing
so, provided you've followed my
suggestions.

UPDATING STOCKS. Let me show
you how this segment of the pro-

giain works. Let's say I just pur-

chased 1000 shares of H&H Oil

Tool (HHOT). Turning on my
Model 100, I place the cursor over
MARKET.BA and hit enter. I'm

asked for the date. It is May 18,

1983, sol enter 05 1883.

NEW PURCHASES. Pressing enter

returns me to the master menu. In

order to establish the date of pur-

chase, I choose option two, update

file. We'll consider that move shortly.

But first, this note: If you purchase

additional lots of the same stock at a

later date, a new file must be opened
for each new purchase, and each lot

must be updated separately.

Remember, however, I have en-

tered the current ask price for refer-

ence purposes. The actual bid pi ice

for the stock is 6.50. 1 press enter, re-

turning to the prompt "Enter ticker

{ 'M' for Menu )?". Now I'm ready

for an ordinary update. I enter

HHOT again, responding to the

current price query with 6.50. This
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causes the program to screen the in-

formation in Figure 3.

Currentval ofHHOT is6500

You paid7.1/shr
This iea loss of ,6/shr

Current loss is 8%
Press <ENTER> to continue?"

Figure 3.

The second entry will always show
a loss representing the difference

between bid and ask (plus commis-
sion) prices. All future updates will

require only the entry ofthe current
ask price ofyour stock.

At this point I may update other
stocks or return to the master menu
at the next prompt.

If I want hard copy of the update
figures, I turn on my printer and
press the print key ofmy Model 100
before returning to the master
menu.

TREND/REVIEW. From the master
menu, you may also choose to "(3)

Chart Trend/Review $$". When you
select this option, the information in

Figure 4 appears on your screen.

(1) Review Dates/Prices

(2} ChartTrend
(3) Return to MasterMenu.

Figure 4.

If you choose option one, the pro-

gram asks, "Ticker symbol for price

file." After you respond to that

prompt, the number of shares held,

initial price, and update dates and
prices are screened for your review.
There is space for 16 updates on

the screen before it begins scrolling

the earlier entries out of sight. How-
ever, each file is accessible directly

from the Model 100 menu for re-

view and editing. Thus each File can

be reviewed or edited and entries

deleted to expand the time intervals

between updates. Weekly entries,

for example, can be changed to

biweekly or monthly intervals.

CHANGING LINE 70. If price up-

date Files contain more than 18 enr

tries, the dimensions D(18) and
K(lb') in line 7U must be increased.

For example, suppose I want to ex-

amine all my entries for HHOT.
Having entered (3) from the master

menu, I now enter (1) to review

dates and prices". The program
asks, "Ticker symbol for price file?".

I enter HHOT. The screen clears,

and the information in figure 5 ap-

pears on it.

Date Price Date Price

0518837,10618836.5?

Figure 5.

Those are all the updates I've en-

tered for HHOT. The ? is a prompt.

I press enter and return to the mas-
ter menu.
Now suppose I've had the stock

for several months and made regu-

lar updates. The collective entries

might look like figure b.

Date Price Date Price

051883 7.10518836.5

0601836.9061583 7.4

0701837.1 0715837.6
0801838.3750815838.125?

Figure 6.

The review of dates and prices

shows changes between various

dates, the last entry being on August
15, 1983, showing a per share value

of 8 1/8. For hard copy of the file,

press the print key before answering
the ? prompt.

CHARTING STOCKS. If you select

(2) Uhart Trend you're asked to

enter the ticker symbol for the stock

to be charted. The file for that ticker

is opened and the prices are graph-

ically charted sequentially on the

Model 100 screen.

At the left side of the screen is a
vertical, approximate price scale,

marked in tens from 0 to 5. If the

stock value is greater than $60 per

share, the price is halved before it is

charted.

The maximum chartable stock

price is $120 per share. Stocks with

prices fluctuating around $60 will

create an erratic graph, since some
price entries will be halved while

Please turn the page

MARKET-100 VARIABLES

String Numeric
A$ = Ticker Symbol
E$ = Gain or Loss"

Z$ = Program Prompt

A = # Shares Held
B = Initial Cost/Share
C = Current Value of A
D = Current Price/Share
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others will not. Also, because of the

Model 100's short vertical scale,

stock prices below $8 a share will

cause the graph to drop below the

chart area.

Update entries are numbered in

sequence across the bottom of the

screen. If there are more than nine

entries to be charted, the subsequent

entries are designated with a $ sym-

bol, up to a maximum number of 1

8

entries.

TIME TREND. The display of "Time
Trend" screened for a particular

ticker is intended only to provide a

general, visual impression of the

progress of that stock during update

period. The numerical scale at the

left of the chart is only intended to

serve as an approximate guide. If

the line tends to move upward to-

wards the right side of the screen,

the stock is increasing in value.

In the case of HHOT, its data

would produce a practically horizon-

tal line across the bottom of the

screen, crossing the border of the

chart area as it rose from $7 to $8 per

share.

If you want a summary of your
stocks, choose (4) Portfolio Sum-
mary. Market- 100 opens each ticker

file and lists shares held and profit

or loss for each holding. If the

screen is filled before the summary
is listed, the program requests a

prompt before proceeding to the

next screen.

Let's return to my 1,000 shares of

HHOT. In addition to them, I own
200 shares of ABC and XYZ. I

boughtABC at $22.47 per share and
XYZ at $45. Currently they are re-

spectively worth $31.25 and
$47,625. Entering (4) for Portfolio

Summary, I would get a screen with

the information in figure 7,

200 shares ABC show gain of

1756.00
200 shares XYZ show gain of

525.00

1000 shares HHOT show loss of -

600.00

Press <ENTER> to continue?"

Figure 7.

After reviewing my gains and
losses, I would respond to the

prompt. Market- 10U then provides

an overall summary, listing totals for

portfolio investment, current port-

folio value, and the portfolio gain

and loss. For my sample case, the

summary would look like figure 8.

Total portfolio investment =

20594.00
Total portfolio value = 22275.00

Total portfolio gain = 168100

Press <ENTER> to continue?"

Figure 6.

If, at any time, you forget your

ticker symbols, select Ticker. That
opens TICKER.DO and screens all

the symbols for review.

When a stock is sold, Us file should

be deleted. Suppose I have sold my
1000 shares of HHOT. Entering (7)

from the master menu, the program
would respond, "Enter ticker of file

to delete, Or 'M' to return to menu?"
I would enter HHOT. The program
would ask, "Arc you sure?" Pressing

JN or enter would take me back to the

preceding request for a ticker. En-

tering Y would cause the program to

respond with: "HHOT FILE DE-
LETED. Remember to delete from

TICKER file!"

After a short interval, I would be
returned to ihe master menu. Then
I would exit Market- 100, enter

TICKER.DO, and delete HHOT
from that file.

BETTER THAN S&P. Given the mem
ory limitations of a small computer,

and the graphics limitations of a

small screening area, Market- 100

performs the major tasks expected

of any portfolio management pro-

gram, and it performs several "lux-

ury" roles as well. In spite of its small

size, the chart trend function can be

useful in deciding io buy or sell a

stock, and the review of updates will

provide whatever additional details

one may need. In these respects

Market- 100 is superior even to the

program package produced by Stan-

dard and Poor's for the TRS-80
Models I and III. 4

6 WlarkeMOu: A Portfolio Management Program
7 "by Edwin Dethlefsen

8 "Copyright (c) 1983 by Edwin Dethlefsen

9 'Header

10 CLS
:GOSUB200

20 PRINT "MARKET-1 00*

:PRINT "A Portfolio

Management Program
30 PRINFbyEdwin

Dethlefsen*

:PR!NT

:GOSUB200
40 PRINT*Copyright(c)1983 by Edwin

Dethlefsen

50 FORI=1TO2000
:NEXTI

55 Input Date
60 CLS

:INPUT "DATE(MMDDYY)*;K
70 DIMA$(15),BE15),A(15).C(15),D(18),

E$(15),K(18)

75 "PrintMenu

*See p. 4 ("01 an explanation ol Portable /00's program listing format.
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80 CLS
:GOSUB200
:PRINT

K
MENU:";

90 PRINTTAB(5); '[1 ) Create File (6) End
100 PRINT! AB[5J; "[2J Update File [7]

Ticker

110 PRINTTABfS); "(3) ChartTrend/Review
$$

120 PRINTTAB(5);
m
(4) Portfolio Summary

130 PRINTTAB(5); "(5) Tickers

135 'Get Menu Choice
140 GOSUB200

:INPUT 'ENTER CHOICE
NUMBER";Z

150 ONZGOTO340490710/I13O270VI60.1450
155 'End Program .

160 CLS
:END

166 'UtilifyGo3ub3,etc.

170 CLS
:OPEN "TICKERTOR INPUTAS1
:RETURN

180 OPENA$(l)FORINPUTAS1
:RETURN

190 INPUTZ$
:GOTO710

195 'Print Border

200 PRINTSTRING$(39,158)

:RETURN
205 'Prompt & Reset
210 INPUT Tress <ENTER> to continue"; Z$
220 ll=0

CLS
RETURN

225 'Calculates Values
230 C(I)=A(I)*D(I)

:CC[I)-A(I)*B(I)

:RETURN
235 'Calculate Totals, Determine gain/loss

240 BB=BB+CC[I)
:DD=DD+C(I)

250 IFBB<DDTHENE$[I}= "gain"ELSEE$(l)
- "loss"

260 RETURN
265 'Screen Ticker List

270 l=0
:GOSUB200
:GOSUB170

280 INPUT#1,A$(I)

290 PRINTA$(l);
ft
";

•IFI^7THENPRINT

300 IFEOF(1)GOTO320
310 1=1+1

:GOTO280
320 CLOSE

:PRINT

:PRINT "These are your
current active files."

:GOSUB200
:GOSUB210

330 GOTO80
335 Input Data for Stock File

340 CLS
350 GOSUB200
360 PRINTTAB(8); "Enter ticker

symbol";

:INPUTA$

370 PR!NTTAB [8); "Enter cost/

snare";

:INPUTB

380 PRINTTAB(8); "Enter # shares
purchased";
:INPUTA

390 GOSUB200
PRINT "You own";A;*shares
"A$,", Correct? (Y/N)°

395 'Getand Read Prompt
400 INPUT '(Enter 'M' for Master Menu)

";Z$

410 IFZ$="M"GOTO80
420 IFLEFT$(Z$,1)<>*Y"GOTO340
430 GOSUB200
435 'Create Stock Filo

440 OPENA$FOROUTPUTAS1
450 PRINT#1,B;A;

CLOSE
455 'Add to Ticker File

460 OPENTICKERTORAPPENDAS1
470 PRINT#1,A$

:CLOSF
475 'Return to Menu
480 PRINT Tile created for

*;A$

:GOSUB200
;GOSUB210
:GOTO80

485 'Read Ticker List

490 l=0
:GOSUB170

500 INPUT#1,A$(I)

510 IFEOF(1)GOTO530
520 1=1+1

:GOTO500
530 CLOSE
535 'Get TickerforUpdate
540 CLS

:GOSUB200
: INPUT "Enter ticker ('M

'

forMenu)";A$[l)

545 'Prompt

550 ONERRORGOTO80
560 IFA$[I)= -M-GOTO80
565 'Open 8c Read Stock File

570 GOSUB180
580 INPUT#1.B(I).A(I)
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590 IFEOF(1)GOTO600
600 CLOSE

:GOSUB200
605 Cot Current Pric©

610 CLS
:GOSUB200
PRINT ^Current price of

";A$[l);

:INPUris*;D(!)

620 GOSUB690
:GOSUB230

625 Determine Unrealized gain/loss

630 IFB(I)<D(I)THENE$= *gain"ELSEE$= *loss

640 PRINT
R
Currentvalof

m
;A$(l)j" is

ff

;C(l)

650 PRINT "You paid";B(l), 7shr

660 PRINT "This is a"iE$; ' of ";D(I) -B(l); 7shr

670 PRINT "Currenr;E$; * ls";INT(((D(l)

-B(l))/B(l)]*100);"%

680 GOSUB200
:GOSUB210
:GOTO540

685 'Add Current Price to Fii©

690 OPENA$(l)FORAPPENDAS1
700 PRINT#1,K;D(I);

:CLOSE RETURN
705 'Screen Chart menu
710 CLSGOSUB200
720 PRINTTAB(5); "MENU"
730 PRINTTAB(7); *(1 ) Review Dates/Prices

740 PRINTTAB(7); "(2) Chart Trend

750 PRINTTAB(7); "(3
J Return to Master

Menu"
:GOSUB200

755 'GetMenu Choice
760 INPUT "Enternumberof your choice";Z

770 ONZGOTO780.920,80
775 'GetTickerSymbol

780 CLS
:J=1

;T=40

:GOSUB200
790 INPUTTickersymbolforprice

file"-A$

800 ONERRORGOTO710
805 'Read Stock File

810 CLS
:OPENA$FORINPUTAS1

820 INPUT#1,B,A

825 Title Screen

830 PRINT@1 , "Date";PRINT@8, *Prlce';PRlNT@2

1,"Date";

:PRINT@28, Trice

835 'Read & Screen Prices & Dates

840 1NPUT#1K(J),0(J)

850 PRINT@T,K(J);

860 PRINTUSING
tt ###.##w

;D(J);

870 T=T+20
:J=J+1

860 IFEOF(1)GOTO900
890 GOTO840
900 CLOSE
905 'Prompt Menu
910 GOTO190
915 'GetTicker

920 CLS

:L=279
:N=6
:X=G

930 INPuT*Entertickersymbol('M'for

Menu]";A$
940 IFA$=*M"GOTO710
950 'Open Stock Fii©

950 OPENASFORINPUTAS1
960 INPUT#1,B,A

970 'Format Chart
970 CLS

:FORM=40TO240STEP40
:N=N-1

980 PRINT@M,N
:NEXTM

990 J=J+1
:X=X+12.5

1000 PRINT@0,A$;* TimeTrend

1005 'Get& Chart all Prices

1010 INPUT#1,K[J).D(J)

1020 L=L+2
1030 IFJ<THENPRINT@LJ;ELSEPRINT@L

$';

1040 IFJ<2THENGOSUB1110
1050 Y=D(J)

:IFY>60THENY=Y/2

1060 Line-[X,62-Y)
1070 IFEOF(1)GOTO1090
1080 GOTO990
1090 CLOSE
1095 'Prompt

1100 QOTO190
1105 'Chart Prices

1110 LINE(X,54H235,7),1,B

1120 LINE(X,54-Y}~(X,54-Y)
:RETURN

1125 'Read Ticker File

1130 J=1
:C=0
:CC-0
:BB=0
:DD=0
;eO3UB170

1140 INPUT#1,A$(J)

1150 IFEOF(1)GOTO1180

1160 J=J+1
1170 GOTO1140
1180 CLOSE
1185 'Open Stock File

1190 FORI=lTOJ
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1200 GOSUB180
1210 INPUT#1,B(I),A[I)

1220 IFEOF(1)GOTO1250
1225 'Read all prices
1230 INPUT#1,K(I),D(I)

1240 GOTO1220
1260 CLOSE
1255 'Prompts; Calculate
1260 GOSUB230
1270 GOSUB240
1275 'Summarize gain/loss for Each Stock
1280 PRINTUSING *####",Af

I)

1290 PRINrShares";
1300 PRINTUSING 7#/";A$(l);

1310 PRINT "show"; E$[l); * of;
1320 PRINTUSING "####.##" ;C(I)-CC[I)

1325 ' "Full Screen" Prompt
1330 11=11+1

1340 IFII =7THENGOSUB210
1345 'NextTicker

1350 NEXT
1355 Summarize Portfolio gain/loss
1360 GOSUB210

:CLS

:PRINT

GOSUB200
1370 PRINTTotal portfolio investment^;
1380 PRINTUSING

,

"######.#r;BB
1390 PRINFTotal portfolio value
1400 PRINTUSING *######.##",DD
1410 IFBB<DDTHENE$= "gain*ELSEE$= "loss'

1420 PRINT Total portfolio";E$; * =*;

1430 PRINTUSING "######.## ";DD-BB
1435 'Prompt
1440 GOSUB200

;GOSUB210
:GOTO80

1445 :Get File Name
1450 CLS

:GOSUB200
:PRINT ~Enter ticker or

file to delete,

1460 INPUT "or
l

M' to return to menu";A$
1470 ONERRORGOTO1450
1475 'Check FileName
1480 IFA$=*lvrGOTO80
1490 INPUT "Are you sure";Z$
1500 lFLEFT$(Z$,1)-c>"Y-GOTO1450
1505 'Kill Stock File

1510 A$=A$+"X>0
1520 KILLA$

:PRINTA$; TILE DELETED'
1525 'Reminder & Return

1530 PRINT"Rememberto delete from
TICKER file!

1540 FORI=1TO1500
:NEXT

:GOTO80 4

TRS-80
SAVE SALES TAX* PLUS DISCOUNT

'TEXAS RESIDENTS AOD OMLV

Cassette Built-in Parallel RS232C
Interface Modam Wllh Printer ^Interface

AutoDialer-^ /Interlace

8 Functional Kays
for BuiM-ln Programs

and BASIC

4 Command
Keys

FORT WORTH COMPUTERS
WE ARE SERIOUS ABOUT SAVING YOU MONEY

(Located 30 miles from Fort Worth)
377 Plaza • GRANBURY • NR FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76048

TOLL FREE : 1 ooo-433 S-A-V-E
Monday thru Friday — 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

\_ (Order inquiries/Customer Service &) IN TEXAS: 817-573-4111 J

DISK DRIVE WOES? ^•^t «.2S0,7O5

PRINTER INTERACTION?
MEMORY LOSS?
ERRATIC OPERATION?

^ WTVa^LW ®ci

Don't
Blame The
Software! 19M
Power Line Spikes, Surges &
Hash could be the culprit! Floppies, printers,
memory & processor often Interact! Our potentod ISOLATORG
eliminate equipment Interaction AND curb damaging Power Line
Spikes, Surges and Hash. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

• ISOLATOR (ISO-1) 3 filter isolated 3-prong sockets; integral

Surge/Spike Suppression; 1875 W Maxlmumm load, 1 Kw load
«ny aeekat S7G.ee

• ISOLATOR (ISO-2) 2 filter Isolated 3-rpong socket banks; (6

sockets total); Integral Spike/Surge Suppression; 1875 W Max
load, 1 KW either bank S76.95

• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-3) similar to ISO-1 except double
Isolation & Suppression $115.95

• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO- 1 if similar to ISO-2 except double
Isolation A Suppression $115.95

• MAGNUM ISOLATOR (ISO-1 7) 4 Quad Isolated sockets; For
ULTRA-SENSITIVE Systems S200.95

• CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (Add CB} Add $10.00
• REMOTE SWITCH, any model (Add-RS) Add S18.00

AT YOUR MasterCard, Visa, American Express
DEALERS ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-225-4876

(except AK, HI, PR & Canada)

1^10 Electronic Specialists, Inc.

171 South Main Street, Box 389, Natick, Mass. 01760

(617) 655 1532
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Before you road test your 1 00 on CompuServe's SIGs,

take a driving lesson from these veteran sysops.

By CHARLES BOWEN and STEWART SCHNEIDER

Of all the computers access-

ing the popular computer
data bases these days, your

new Model 100 is a snazzy little

sports car on the roads of the Net-

work Nation.

Using TELCOM and TEXT, you
can save connect time by writing

your messages offline, then upload-

ing them to the message buai ds. The
download capabilities allow you to

capture and save text files and pro-

grams for use when you're off line.

NEW FRONTIER. CompuServe of-

fers some 50 different special inter-

est groups (SIGs), including one des-

ignated for people interested in the

Model 100. There's not enough
space here to tell you everything

about using the SIGs. If you want

more information, we suggest you

order CompuServe's 30-page SIG
Reference Manual. It costs about $6
from the FEEDBACK section and is

a valuable pamphlet to have on your

knee when you're exploring this new
frontier.

What we'd like to do here is take

up several of the more common
questions Model 100 owners ask

about SIGs:

• How do I change my line length

so the display fits my 40-character

screen?

• How can I upload messages to

SIG bulletin boards?
• How can I download programs to

my Mod 100?

WHAT YOU SEE. First, the line

lengths... The first time you visit a

SIG, you'll be greeted by this list of

options, called the function menu
(see figure 1).

ModeMOO Forum Function Menu:

1 (L) Leave a message
2 [R] Read messages
3 (RN) Read new messages

4 (RM) Read waiting messages
5 (B) Rend bulletins

6 (CO) Online conference

8 (Ml) HowtojointhisSIG

9 (OP) Change yourSIG options

0 (E) Exitfrom this SIG

Enterselection or H for help:

Figure 1 .

Item nine on the function menu al-

lows you to change your user op-

tions. Select it and the system will

display the user options menu (see

Figure 2.)

Model 100 Forum Function Menu:

1 Changeto command mode
2 (LL) Change line length

3 (T) Return to Function menu
0 (P) Make options permanent

Enterselection or H for help

:

Figure 2.

Option zero will make this change

permanent, meaning the line length

for you in this SIG will be 40 charac-

ters every time you visit or until you

change it again. Item three on ihe

menu will take you back to the func-

tion menu.

UPLOADING MESSAGES. A major

part of any SIG is the message

board. With your new 100, you can

write your messages off line and

then transmit them to the SIG's

boards.

With TF.XT, you create your mes-

sage, being careful not to start the

message with a carriage return as the

first line. (To CompuServe, a blank

line signals the end u[ the message,

so the place for that carriage return

is at the end of the message .)

If you have several messages to

post, write each as a separate File and

note its name. Now you can log on, go

to a SIG, and select option one (Leave

message) from the function menu.

The system will ask you to whom
you wish to write. (You may type

"All" if you're addressing the entire

membership. If you want to write to

a specific number, remember to in-

clude his or her user ID number
after the name.) Next, the system

will ask you for the subject of the

message.

After you've answered these ques-

tions, the system will respond as in

figure 3.

Here choose option two. The system

will report what the current default

is and ask for the new default. Here

enter 40, and you're in business.

Enter your message.
Use a blank line or control-Z to

end message.
1:

Figure 3.

At this point, tap upload <F3) on

your Model 100. The machine will

ask for the name of the file you wish

to upload. After that, it will ask fnr

the file's line width. Enter 40. Now
the machine will begin transmitting.

Don't panic if sometimes the line

numbers appear in the middle of

lines and lines break in odd plates.

The message is coming through

fine. And just to be sure, after the

Model 100 finishes transmission,

you'll have a chance to reread the

message before it's posted.

When the Model 100 comes to the

end of the message, it will automati-

cally exit the upload mode. Ifyou re-
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Obtain more
information concerning
products advertised in

this month's issue of

PORTABLE 100— its

simple and free!

Print or type your name and
complete address on the

attached card. Use only one card
per peisun.

Answer questions A through H.

Circle the number(s) next to the

advertisement for which you

would like more information. The
Reader Service numbers also

appear next to the advertisers'

names in the Advertisers Index.

LJ Mail the card and the literature

you have requested will be
mailed to you free of charge
dirQctly from the manufacturer.

Please bear in mind that sending

information represents a major
expenditure on behalf of the

advertisers. Please be selective

in your choices.

Allow 3 to 5 weeks' delivery time

for advertisers' material. If your
need is more Immediate,
please contact the advertiser

directly.

NAME
.

COMPANY NAME {if applicable)

ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP.

Do you own a Model 100? 1. n Yes 2. n No

If you mtwirad "No" to question A, do you Intend to purchase a Modal 100 within tha next 12
montha? 1. Yes 2. No

What feature of ma Modal 100 la of tha mnt Intenat to you?
1. Portability 2. Word processing 3. Telecommunications

What peripheral* would you most like to see developed? >

1
.

Printer 2. Disk drives 3. Full-sized monitor 4. More memory 5. Joysticks

In feeding PORTABLE 100, what are your major editorial interests?

1. Hardware 2. Software 3. Peripherals 4. Telecommunications

What I*yourapecHIc Inter*** In the Item*you elrvtedT

1. Immediate purchase 2. Purchase within 6 months 3. Brand comparison 4. Reference

I obtained this copy of PORTABLE 100

1. by subscription 2. on newsstand 3- pass-along copy

Pteaae send me one year of PORTABLE 100 for S24.97 and bill me. (Pteaaa circia #im aiu.)

3 4

23 24

43 44

61 OS 00 04 OS 00 OT OO 09 70 71 72 T9 74 75

81 82 638485888788 90 91 92 93 94 95

77 70 7* BO

97 98 99 100

NAME
COMPANY NAME {if applicable)

ADDRESS
CITY .STATE ZIP,

Do you own a Model 100? 1. Yes 2. No

If you answered "Ho" to question A, do you Intend to purehaae a Model 100 within the next 12

months? 1. Yes 2. No

What feature of the Model 100 Is of the most Interest to you?
1

.
Portability 2. Word processing 3. Telecommunications

What peripherals would you most like to see developed?
1. Printer 2. Disk drives 3. Full-sized monitor 4. More memory 5, Joysticks

in reeding PORTABLE 100, what are your major editorial Interests?

1. Hardware 2. Software 3. Peripherals 4. Teiecomrrtunications

Whet Isyour specific Interest inthe flamsyou circled?

1. Immediate purchase 2. Q_ Purchase within 6 montha 3. Brand comparison 4. Reference

I ofetakved thla sopy af rvnTABi-C tfft

1. by subscription 2. on newsstand 3. pass-along copy

Please send me one year of PORTABLE 100 for $24.97 and Mil me. (Please circle #100 also.)

2 3 4 5 65 6 7 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 IS 18 17

21 22 23 24 29 20 27 29 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37

50

70

90

20

40

BO

80

100

NAME
COMPANY NAME (if applicable)

ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP

A. Do yw own a Model 10OT 1. Yes K. Q NO

B. If you anawered "No" to question A, do you Intend to purehaae a Model 100 within the next 12
montha? 1. Yes 2. No

C. What feature of the Model 100 Is of the most Interest to you?
1. Prtrtahiltty 2 Wnirl prnr»«ing 3 TelerawnmoniesUftne

D. What peripherals would you moat like to see developed?

1. Printer 2. Disk drives 3. Full-sized monitor 4. More memory 5. Joysticks

E. In reeding PORTABLE 100, what ere your major editorial interests?

1. Hardware 2. Software 3. Q Peripherals 4. Teieeofrm*unk»tioris

F. What Is yourapeettlc Interest In the item*you circled?

1. Immediate purchase 2. Purchase within 6 months 3. Brand comparison 4. Reference

O. I obtained this copy of PORTABLE 100

1. by subscription 2. on newsstand 3. pass-along copy

tl. Pleeat• HIa me one rear on ruttiAjsLt joo tor sze.v7 and Dill me. (Pteaae circle #100 also.}

1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 S3 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 02 63 64 B5 68 67 68 f» 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

61 82 83 64 05 66 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100



Business Reply Card
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mcmbcrcd to end yum message wilh
a carriage relurn on a line by itself,

the system will close the message and
display your leave options (see fig-

ure^.

Circle No. 16on ReaderService Card

Leave options:

1 (S) Store the message
2 (L) List the message
3 (R) Replace a line

4 (D) Delete a line

5 (C) Continue entering text

6 (A) Abort the leave function
Enter selection or H for help:

Figure 4,

Option one will place the message
on the board. Option two wHI let you
reread it first, Options three
through five are editing functions
and option six aborts the message.
Incidentally, if you forgot to end
your message with a carriage return,
no problem. After the transmission
i* finished and the Model 10U exits
upload mode, just tap enter and the
leave menu will be displayed.

DOWNLOADING. The data bases in
the SIGs contain some programs
and text files you'll probably like to
have in your computer. Here you
can use the download feature.

First, to get to the data bases, enter
XA at the function prompt .{Func-
tion: or Enter selection or H for
help:). The system will ask you
which of the data bases you'd like to
enter. After ymi make your choice,
the system will give this prompt

—

Sig/Access.

The main things you are likely to
want tu do in Access are either cata-

log, read, or download files.

The CAT command (typing, CAT
<enter> at the SIG/ACCESS
prompt) will list the names of all the
files in the data base. But that's not
very helpful, really, since file names
can be only six letters. It's casiei to

catalog the tiles on keywords, de-
scriptions, or both.

For example, suppose you wanted
to see if the XA data base contains
any game programs. You could
enter at the Sig/Access prompt:
CAT/KEYrGAME. This would say:

Show me the names of all files with
the keyword "game."

In addition, you can add /DES to
your catalog command (CAT /KEY:
GAME/DES) and get a desci iption
ofthe files.

After you've gotten the list of files,

you'll want to read them. To do that,

enter TYP at the Sig/Access prompt
followed by the complete file name.
The report will begin scrolling on
your screen.

ACTIVATING F2. If you also want
the file to go into the memory of
your Model 100, you'll need to acti-

vate TELCOM's download function
before you start the display.

For example, suppose using the
CA T command you found in one of
the XA data bases a Basic: program
called ALARM. 100 you wanted in

your Model 100. At the Sig/Access
prompt, enter TYP ALARM. 1 Of),

but before you hit the enter key, tap
F2 (Download) on your Model 100.

The machine then prompts you to
name the file foi downloading.
After naming the file, hit enter.

That causes the word down to be
highlighted in reverse video on your
Model 1 00 screen.

Meanwhile, back at CompuServe,
the system is still waiting for the
enter after TVP ALARM. 100D, 30
tap enter again. The file ALARM.
100 will begin to scroll across your
screen and into the memory of vour
Model 100.

When you come to the end of the
file, you'll receive the Sig/Access
prompt again. Notice you're still in

download. Tap F2 to exit.

TURNING TEXT TO BASIC. Okay,
now you've got the file in your ma-
chine. How do you turn it into a
Basic program? After all, you can't
run a.DO file.

After you're off line, move your
cursor over ALARM.DO and open
the file by pressing enter. Check the
program for inappropriate line
feeds. Using F7 (Select) highlight all

the lines of the program. Then hit

F6 (Cut). Now exit (F8) ALARM.DO
and go to Basic.

In Basic, type NEW to clean out
the Basic buffer. Then at the OK
prompt, tap the paste key. This will

put down all the lines of program-
ming you selected from ALARM.
DO. After all the lines have been
pasted, tap F3 (Save) and save the
program with a .BA extension.4
Charles Bowen and Stew Schneider
have been sysops of a CompuServe
SIG for more than a year. They also
run Saturday Software.

VORKIO
CASSETTES
DISKETTES

NEW! v
LOWER PRICES

LONGER LENGTHS

DATA TRAC / C-06, C-T2, C-24

From the leading supplier of Computer
Grade Cassettes, new, longer length C- 12'

s

(6 minutes per side) provide the extra tew
feet needed for some 16K programs.

Premium 5-screw shell with leader
— BASF taoe

-^•^ Internationally acclaimed.

Thousands ol repeat users.

Error Free • Money back Guarantee

C-06 C-12 C-24 HAROWW
1 Dozen 7.00 7.50 9.00 2.50
gDszen 13.00 14.00 17.00 4.00

aClfck 5W>C-12's 380 each
V>*^ SNpprig S17.0O/5OO
**--** w/labels add At w/boxss add 15?

in* TRACTOR FEED DIE-CUT
Ml BLANK CASSETTE LABELS

$3.00/100 $20.00/1000

CASSETTE
STORAGE CADDY
Holds 12 cassettes w/o boxes
Includes edge labels

and IrviAY ««l
$2*

BASF QUALIMETRIC
FLEXI-DISC

5W SSDD, Soft Sect,

Lifetime warranty;

$26.95/10 $120.00/50 $215.00/100

m
MICRO CASSETTES

in convenient short lengths

Same superior laps in

premium shell with

leaders. Includes box.

SHIPPING/HANDLING $3.50
Any quantity (except 500 special)

NOTE: Outside 48 Conlin. States shipping

S3. 50 PLUS $1 per caddy; per dozen cas-
settes or doisn bgacs, per 10 discs

In Cant. U.S. shipments are by UPS
unless Parcel Post requested.

California residents add Sales Tax

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE
ASK FOH QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

for IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
on Credit Card Orders

Call 21 3/71 0-1 43d

VORK lOTomputerwore
Z4573 Kittrtdge SI., # P2 Cartoga Park. CA 91307
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AMAZE
WITH A
DIFFERENT TWIST

Editor's Note: Dave's columns are

based on break l ime: 25 Games
for Your TRS-80 Model 100 a

book he is preparing. Although he has

written nearly 300 articles on comput-

er-oriented topics in the last nine

years, Dave is probably best known as

the creator of the fictitious "Kitchen

Table, Inc. " Word has it the KTI new
is hard at work developing a telecom-

munications program for the Model

100 having nearly all the features of

TELCOM.

We all know the Model 100 is

an excellent business

machine, and it is being

purchased by hardworking execu-

tives who write memos, schedule ap-

pointments, or communicate orders

with the home office. However,

those of us deeply immersed in the

business computer Field also know

what those executives do in their

time— they play games.

On one of my first visits to a re-

gional sales office of a major main-

frame computer manufacturer in

1974, I found the sales manager

hunched over a terminal of a

$100,000 computer — playing

Othello. And, we all know what com-

puter scientists in the 1960's (and

beyond) did with their state-of-the-

art equipment. They played Space

War, of course. So, even though the

Model 100 is being touted as a

"Micro Executive Work Station", it is

not all work. It can be a pretty fair

games machine and is not limited to

"word" games with no graphics.

ACTION GAME. "Invisible Maze" is

a rudimentary action-oriented race

against time to complete a maze.

The interesting part is the maze can-

not be seen. The player must use the

arrow keys to maneuver blindly,

progressing from the left side of the

liquid crystal screen to the right in

the minimum time possible.

Those easily-frustrated can

breathe comfortably. By pressing D,

the maze will be displayed briefly.

Those with near-photographic

memories can improve their recol-

lections of the display by placing the

Model 100 near a photograph. The
truly chicken ean cancel the quc3t by

typing Q.
In order to satisfy the desires of

everyone, I have even included a

sneaky way to cheat. Those who can-

not resist the urge to do something

immoral can make their way to the

"You win!!" prompt without wend-

ing through the maze. I won't be tell-

ing you what that is, however.

Those who insist on learning

something can also benefit from this

program. I firmly believe the best

way of learning any Basic inside out

is by typing in programs and then

spend a few weeks trying to get them

to work.

IRRESISTIBLE URGE. While Invisible

Maze works perfectly well in my
Model 100, experience has shown

me that microcomputer buffs can-

not resist the urge to make a few

changes as they type. Some like to

change the name of a variable in

most of the places where it occurs.

Others like to generate errors by

confusing numbers and letters.

1
After all, who in their right mind
would think that P = 1 is correct,

when P= 1 (lowercase L) looks al-

most the same. For the more meticu-

lous scholars, the explanation of the

program which follows should sat-

isfy your educational needs.

Like most graphic games, Invisi-

ble Maze has a requirement for de-

tecting a collision between the cursor

and one of the barriers set on the

screen. In other computer systems,

this is most commonly done by

PEEKing at video memory locations

to see if something is stored at the

position the cursor will move to next.

If so, a collision is deemed to have

taken place.

The Model 100, on the other

hand, doesn't have u video screen.

I'll leave whether or not you can

PEEK to see what is on the screen to

a different column. (The impatient

can try PEEKing from -5 1 2 to -192

to see what happens.) It would not

be advantageous to detect collisions

in this manner anyway, because we

hope to keep the maze invisible.

Instead, we set up an array simu-

lating video memory, with 320 ele-

ments to account for each of the 320

PRINT@ allocations.

A value of one is given any posi-

tion occupied hy a maze block. As
the cursor moves throughout the

maze, it is simply a matter of check-

ing MZ{n) to see if the next position

to be moved to is a one or a zero. If

so, the movement is blocked.

PRINTING THE MAZE. That strategy

makes it easy to temporarily print

out the maze as well. A FOR-NEXT
loop from 1 to 320 prints a graphics

block (CHR$(230)) at any position

that shows a one in the MZ(n).

Let's take a closer look at the pro-

gram. The instructions are printed

from line 80-220. The player enters

the number of walls desired, begin-

ning at line 230. A number between

one and nine is entered, and multi-

plied by 1 0 to produce 1 0-90 walls in

the maze. Any more than 90 walls,
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and odds are the maze will be un-
solvable.

Since the Model 100 generates
only pseudo-random numbers,
games that must be different each
time require setting a different ran-
dom number starting point. The
most common way of ensuring a
random starting point is to use the
current seconds from TIME$. A
FOR-NEXT loop from one to the
number of seconds feed dummy
random numbers to DU, just to
"use" them up, and starts the pro-
gram from the next position follow-

ing the last dummy random number.
While the number series is the

same, sometimes we will start from
position number one, other times
from position number 59, or some-
where in between.

SETTING THE MAZE. Beginning at

line 330, the maze is set up. A FOR-
NEXT loop from one to KB (the
number of blocks selected) chooses a

random number. If that number has
already been chosen (line 350),
another number is selected. The
MZ(n) element of each new number

-t—I f TTT

is set to a value of one. So, if 50
blocks are set, there will be 50 scat-

tered throughout MZ(n), while the
other 270 elements remain zeros.

The starting time, ¥$, is taken in

line 390, to be used as a measure-
ment ofelapsed time to complete the
maze. Then, an INKEY$ loop re-

peats in line 410 until the player
pushes a D, to display the maze, Q to
quit, or one of the arrow keys (CHR|
(28) through CHR&31)).
Subroutines at lines 500, 540, 580,

and 620 check to see if the cursor is

being moved off the screen, erase

the old cursor, and return control to

the main routine. There, a check is

made to see if the riirsnr pnsirion, B

1

is evenly divisible by 40, (using the

MOD function). If so, the right side

of the screen has been reached, and
an appropriate message, along with

elapsed time, is displayed.

That's about it. And no, I am not
going to tell you how to cheat. That
would be cheating. ^

-|Q • *******************

20 ' * *

30 ' * Invisible Maze *

40 '
*

5Q ' *******************

60 '

70 DIMMZ(320)
80 X=239
85'*** Instructions***

90 CLS
:PRINT

100 PRINTTAB^PnvlslbleMaze"
110 PRINT

:PRINnAB(2)*Do you want
instructions?"

120 PRINT

:PRINTTAB(8)"(Y/N)

130 A$=INKEY$
:IFA$='"

fGOTO130
140 IFA$="Y"ORA$=YGOTO160
150 GOTO 230
160 CLS

:PRINT

:PRINT

1 70 PRINTTAB(8)"= = Invisible Maze =

160 PRINT.

:PRINTTAB(2)"Use arrow keys to
move cursor to"

190 PRINTTAB^fright side ofscreen.

To peek at"

200 PRINTTAB(2)"Maze,hit ";CHR$(34)

;"D-;CHR$[34Jf key. Hit ";CHRS(34J

;"QXHR$(34r to quit."

210 PRINT

:PRINTTAB(6)"= = Hit any key to
pla' = = "

220 A$-INKEY$
:IFA$=

i"'GOTO220
225 ' *** Enter numberof "walls"

desired***

230 CLS
:PRINT

:PRINT

240 PRINTTAB(2)"Enterdifficulty

level:"

:PRINT

250 PRINTTAB(2)"[1] (Easy) though [9] [

Hard]'

260 A$=INKEY$
:IFA$="GOTO 260

270 NB=VAL[A$)*10
280 CLS

:PRINT@90,"Preparing maze."
290 PRINT@130/Holdon."
295 '

ww * Set random seed***
300 FORN=1TOVAL(RIGHT$(TIME$,2))
310 DU=RND(1)
320 NEXTN

*See p, 4 for an explanation ut Portable /AO's program listing iiirmat.
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And "drown you will if you try to

read all the magazines that contain

articles vital to using your business

computer effectively.

We do it for you ... for $3.25 a

month to subscribers.

Business Systems Update brings

you one or two paragraph summaries
of about 180 important articles se-

lected from more than 35 magazines

written specifically for businessmen

'using computers. Each month, it can

keep jioli infomied, save you hours

of reading and searching, and serve

as a continuing reference source.

Your first issue is free with a no risk trial subscription of $39 for

19 issues: If ynn'rp nnt fully satisfied, wp'tl rpfund ynurS3Q anytime

in the first three months ... no questions asked. Also available in

leading computer stores and bookstores at $3.95 per issue.

Dealer inquiries welcome.

CALL TOLL-FBEE

1-800-762-6800
In Illinois, call (312) 980-3110

I
rrifiKioiar

j 701 E lrvj Pefk fld_ , HcRo&sile, Illinois 60172

8K MEMORY
MODULES FOR
THE TRS-80
MODEL 100
PORTABLE
COMPUTER

$85 each,
2 or more $80 each
Exact Replacements for

RS Memory • Easy to Install

• Warranty Included •
• VISAand MC Accepted •

CA Residents Add 6.5% Sales Tax

IOTA SYSTEMS
1 690 Day Valley Road
Aptos,CA 95003
(408)684-0482

Prices Subject
ToChange Without Notice

TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation

325 ' *** Set up Maze***
330 FORN=1 TO NB
340 P=INT(RND(1)*320)

350 IFMZ(P)=1GOTO340
360 MZ(P}=1

370 NEXTN
380 CLS

390 B1=1

:P$=TIME$

400 PRINT@B1/*"j

405 ' *** Check for keyboard input**

410 A$= INKtY$
:IFA$=""GOTO410

420 IFA$=*D"ORA$="d"GOTO660
430 IFA$-"Q"ORA$-'q-THENRUN
440 A=ASC(A$)
450 IFA<28ORA>31GOTO410
460 ON A_?7GOTO 500,540,580,620

465 ' *** If RightSideofScreen***

470 IFB1MOD40=0THENGOTO730
480 PRINT @B1/*

B
;

490 GOSUB870
:GOTO410

495 ' ***CursorRight***

500 1FMZ(B1+1}=1THENGOSUB890
:GOTO410

510 B1=B1+1
:IF B1 +1 >320THEN B1 =320

520 PRINT @B1-1/ *;

530 GOTO 470

535 ' ***CursorLeft***

540 IFMZ(B1-1)=1THENGOSUB890

:GOTO410
550 B1 = B1-1

:IFBK1THEN B1 =1

560 PRINT@B1+1/

570 GOTO 470
575 ' *** Cursor Up***

580 B1=B1^I0

:IF B1 <1 THEN B1 = B1 +40
;GOTO470

590 IFMZ(B1)=1THENB1 = B1+40
:GOSUB

890 :GOTO410
600 PRINT@B1+40."

610 GOTO470
615 ' *** Cursor Down***
620 B1-B1+40

:IFB1>320THEN B1 = B1—

40
:GOTO4/0

630 IFMZ(B1)=1 THEN B1 = B1-40

:GOSUB890
:GOTO410
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640 PRINT @B1 -40,"";

650 GOTO 470
655 ' *** Display Maze***
660 FORN=1T0317
670 IFMZ(N)-1 THENPRtNT@N,CHR$(X),
680 NEXTN
690 A$=INKEY$

:IFA$=""GOTO 690
700 CLS
710 PRINT® B1,'*";

720 GOTO 410

72b ' *** Game Won***
730 PRINT@131,"== Youwin!!!=="
740 SM=VAL[MID$(P$A2))
750 SS-VAL[RK3rfT$£P$,2))

760 SH=VAL(LEFT$(P$,2))

770 FH= VAL(LEFT$(TfME$,2))

780 FM=VAL(MID$[TIME$A2))
790 FS=VAL(RIGHT$(TIME$,2))

800 IF SH>FH THEN FM =FM +60
810 IFSM>FMTHENFS=FS+60
820 DS=FS-SS

:DM=FM-SM
PRINT

:PRfNTTAB(2]"ll IOOKYOU ";DIYK
MIN.AND ";DS;

PRINT " SECONDSTO FINISH."

A$HNKEY$
:lFA$o"THEN850

855 A$=INKEY$
:IFAS-"THENGOT0855

860 RUN
865 ' *** Sound Routine***

870 SOUND 12000,2
880 RETURN
885 ' *** Collision Sound***
890 FORQMTO10
900 Z-RND(1)*14000
910 SOUND 12
920 NEXTQ
930 RETURN 4

830

840
850

TRS-80 ALWAYS AT
SALE PRICES

COMPUTER

CENTER

WE SHIP

FAST!
I1FW COMPUTER CEMTEK
326 MAIN ST., GRAPEVINE

TEXAS 76051 - (817) 481-7283

OUR TRS-HOs Hav/9 th© Radio Shack warranty

To get YOUR SALE price CALL.

1-800-433-S ALE

^—i-

&Subscribers!
OAll correspondence concerning your

subscription, i.e., changes of address,

duplicate copies, etc, should be sent

to Portable 100, PO Box 468,

CHasbrouck Heights, NJ 07604-
Please include yourO mailing label for

speedy service.

—
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MAJOR LEAGUE
TEXT PROCESSING
FOR MODEL 100

BU5inesspan+
R V Vil VA PJU :; ±W>.r.

.

TheBusinesspak+ Write+ Program
Portable Computer Support Group
11035 Harry Hines Blvd. No. 207
Dallas, TX 75229, [21 4)-351-0564
One of six programs sold as a pack-
age for $89.95

ByJOHN P. MELLO JR.

You've bought a Model 100, and
you find it impossible to control

that smile on your face. Isn't this ma-
chine something? Then you go to

print a text file and the limitations of

lap computing hit you. Look at all

that unformatted text drooling

down your tractor-feed paper.

Take heart. A software outfit

from the land ofTandy (that's Texas
for all you tenderfoots) has bundled
six offerings into a package called

Businesspak+. And among them is

Write +, a program that gives your

Model 100 real formatting power.

VIVA LA DIFFERENCE. With Write+

,

you create and edit .DO files the way
you've always done. The difference

comes when you're printing the file.

The Businesspak+ program lets

you:

• Center headings and text;

• Justify right margins;

• Print multiple copies;

• Number pages;

• Use headers and footers;

• Pause between pages;

• Print at a page width up to 132

columns; and
• Imbed printer codes for under-
lining and the like.

Write+'s documentation is clear

and actually interesting to read,

especially the sections on cassette

loading, handling, and manage-
ment. Even a veteran like myself,

grizzled by untold bad loads, could

find some useful tips on stabilizing

the wacky world ofc-loads.

SEARCH AND REPLACE The pro

gram docs also offer a technique for

using the 100's select, paste, and de-

lete functions as a makeshift search

and replace feature while in text

mode.
One place where the docs falter is

in describing headers. The docu-

mentation claims multi-line headers

can be used. After repeated at-

tempts and a call to the Portable

Computer Support Group, I found
this was incorrect. The program will

support multi-line headers if you're

using a Radio Shack DMP-100 print-

er, but in most instances, those head-

ers will not be supported by the pro-

gram.
The writing program takes up

three file names and about 4K of

random access memory. The main-

stay of the programs is WRITE

+

.BA (3501 bytes). The formatting

menu is kept in W+ SPEC.DO (494

bytes). And a command file,

CORTNS.CO (166 bytes), is also

needed to run the word processing

package.

Items like margins, justification,

and centering, can be set in the

boilerplate W+SPEC.DO file, but

they also can be set within the text

using dot commands, a technique

found in Newscript, a word-process-

ing program from Prosoft of North
Hollywood, CA.

If you want to center a line of text

you would put .c at the beginning of

a line by itself. Write+ would center

every line of text following .c until it

saw a .n (also on a line by itself), the

command to return to normal for-

matting. Your printer won't print

the dotcommands and remove inap-

pi opi iaLc spates caused by them,

COMPUTER FOOLED. Apparently,

however, the program gets con fused
by text that accidentally simulates

dot commands. While writing this

month's new products section, a line

of text broke at a reference to a .DO
file. That generated an error mes-

sage and a lost line of text. That
error, once discovered, could be
avoided by recasting the sentence or

inserting a space before the .DO ref-

erence.

Since I use Newscript, I found the

dot commands easy to use. but it

might take some getting used to for

the novice. Once you start imbed-
ding rratimands, the screen text be-

gins to stray from the printed text.

That can be confusing to people who
are used to the "what you see is what
you get" school ofword processors.

Imbedding commands gives you

the ability to change formats any-

where you want to in the text. Some
passages may be single-spaced,

others double. You can change your

Please turn topage 56
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FENDYOUR REACH...
INSTANT ACCESS TO
"The Magazine of
Decision Makers"

WITH HBR/ONLINE*

*FULL TEXT NOW INCLUDED FROM 1976 TO THE PRESENT
Now you can have a direct line that
enables you to tap the resources of the
world's most respected business jour-
nal. .

. in just seconds . . . with HBR/
ONLINE—a full text and bibliographic
database of the Harvard Business
Review. In a fraction of the time it takes
to perform a manual search you'll be
able to find the strategic management
information you need—information that
answers your toughest strategic and
planning questions, lets you in on the
positions of top business leaders on
vital issues, allows you to track a
particular product or company-and
ultimately, helps you make the right
business decisions.
Accessing the time-saving, money-
saving HBR/ONLINE is simple. All you
need is an office terminal or a com-
municating, word processor and a tele-
phone. After a sign-on procedure
involving a local telephone call, you
state the subjects and concepts you

want searched and any limitations you
want to apply. In seconds HBR/ONLINE
scans the entire database and delivers
detailed relevant information. If an
article you've identified is online, you
can read it or print out the full text or
any part of it immediately. Or you can
place an order electronically Tor article
reprints and receive shipment within
24 hours. You pay only for the time you
are connected to the database; there is

no monthly or annual usage fee.

Currently the retrospective file contains
full text from 1976 and complete cita-

tions and abstracts from 1971 -years'
and years' worth of valuable HBR infor-

mation—plus more than 700 other
classic HBR articles. More full text of
HBR back issues will be added to
HBR/ONLINE periodically.

For more information on this indispens-
able management tool, please use
the coupon below or call: Electronic
Publishing Division (212) 850-6331.

HBR/ONLINE IS NOW AVAILABLE THROUGH DIALOG™ BRS AND DATA-STAR.

Mail to: JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc.
ATTN; Gary Craig, Database Marketing Manager
605 Third Avenue. New York. NY 10158

NAME

Yes! Please send me a complete
HBR/ONLINE information package.

AFFILIATION
ADDRESS

_

CITY/STATE/ZIP

4-1298 J
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Continued frompage 54

left and right margins to inset

quoted material. By changing just

your left margin, you can have an

outline effect. Through this tech-

nique, Write+ gives you total con-

trol of your printed output.

PRINTER CODES. Not only can you
imbed formatting codes, but you can

imbed printer codes as well. The
Model 100 manual (page 60) ex-

plains how to do this using the com-
mand SAVE TO: LPT. Write+ does
that automatically, so you can imbed
printer codes in your text.

The Write + manual explains how
to use these codes with "two com-
mon printers" — the Radio Shack
DMP-100 and Smith Corona TP-1
daisy wheel. Epson owners, 1 guess

we weren't common enough for the

Businesspak+ folks.

And for those of you experiment-

ing with formatting programs in

plodding Basic, Write-i- will surprise

you. It is fast!

Write+ is a worthwhile addition to

anyone's Model 100 library. In fact,

it's probably a necessity,

KING OF
SILICON HILL
THREATENED
The Fifth Generation: Artificial into///

gence and Japan's Computer
Challenge to the World
Edward A. Feigenbaum and
Pamela McCorduck
Addison-Wesley Publishing

Company
275 pages, $15.95 hardbound

ByCARL CRAMER

The captivating premise in this

book is that Japan is presendy

embarked on a government-sup-
ported campaign to develop the so-

called Fifth Generation of com-
puters.

The Fifth Generation refers to the

perfection of computer capabilities

in the sphere of artificial intelligence

— the development of expert sys-

tems and knowledge engineering, of

machines that reason and use "com-

mon sense."

This is the the Japanese challenge

for the 1990's. And although this

book may read like fiction, the au-

thors are convincing in their argu-

ments.

THE

FIFTH

GEnERffllOn
APTIMCIA: INfiilGLNC:.. AND JAWS

;';OM-'U:; « CHAiLr.r-.Gf-

-H: vVOPLD

EDWARD A. FF1GF.NBAUM

PAMFLA McCORDuCK

ANNOYINGLY ALIENATING. In this

important (but frequently self-ag-

grandizing and, thus, annoyingly
alienating) treatise, Feigenbaum and

McCorduck trace the roots of their

fears to the 1981 International Con-
ference on Fifth Generation Com-
puter Systems held in Tokyo. There,

the Japanese unveiled plans for the

development of knowledge infor-

mation processing systems, ma-
chines rendering today's Crays and
Cybers obsolete.

With Financial backing of the

Japanese government's Ministry of

International Trade and Industry,

such a development would make
japan's economic future secure

through the 1990's, when knowl-

edge-broking becomes the requisite

commodity for global financial

domination.

America is complacent, Feigen-

baum and McCorduck proclaim. To
continue this myopic attitude will re-

sult in our economic downfall, as the

Japanese do for knowledge process-

ing what they have already accom-
plished in the fields of subcompact
automobiles and electronic semicon-

ductors.

At times resembling a Pentagon-
ian "worst case" scenario, this book
nonetheless appears to have accom-

plished its authors' aims: The
United States Activities Board ofthe
IEEE has (since the book's publica-

tion) formed a committee of scien-

tific advisors to determine the extent

of the Japanese threat and whether

the United States government
should intervene to protect U.S.

super-computer supremacy. Results

of that study should be released this

fall.

EXPERT AUTHORS. The authors'

expertise in the knowledge-engin-

eering industries is legion: Feigen-

baum is Professor of Computer Sci-

ence at Stanford University and

well-versed in the roots of artificial

intelligence; McCorduck has written

extensively about the subject. They
combine to give a gripping, almost

paranoid — yet uniquely persuasive

— vision of the Japanese ascent to

computer dominance in the near-

future.

The scene they depict bodes ill for

American economic nationalism

:

the best and the brightest of Japa-

nese engineers, sequestered in a

no-holds-barred environment,

searching for perfection; machines
combining "expert" knowledge with

"heuristic" (common sense) reason-

ing on an order of magnitude far

superior to the weather forecasting

and medical-diagnosing machines

we know today; machines respond-

ing to vocal and visual instructions;

machines that "think."

It is not too far-fetched a premise.

It may be a crap shoot, but one
whirh, the authors cry, America can

ill-afford to ignore.

LYRICAL TO PEDANTIC. Parts of

this book border on the lyrical;

others, on the pedantic. Regardless,

it represents a labor oflove on behalf

of the authors: Their concern and
good intentions seem beyond ques-

tion. Whether or not one accepts

their premise, The Fifth Generation

deserves utmost scrutiny

Moreover, Feigenbaum and Mc-

Corduck query rhetorically: Can we
afford to ignore a well-researched,

persuasive argument which posits

that we are individually strong but

collectively in peril?

Let us praise the altruistic ele-

ments in the book's theme and over-

look its several stylistic faults {e.g.

the constant injection of the heroic

figure "Feigenbaum," so pretentious

in its casting as to make the character

mythic, ubiquitous, and damnably
soothsaying). I am grateful our gov-

ernment has taken this book seri-

ously.

If only as a reaffirmation of the

hackneyed phrase "United we stand,

divided we fall," The Fifth Generation

deserves our undivided attention. 4
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First came the TRS-80 Model 1 00 Portable Computer

Now ComesPORTABLE 100Magazine
your expert guide to the

power, the promise and
the potential of the

Model 100!
Every issue, add to your computing know-how;
improve your programming and operating
technique

: increase the value of your Model
100 to your business and personal comput-
ing with articles and features like these:

PLUS 1

these incisive cotumns
s
every issue!

TANDYUNE — wiN keep you up-Eo-daie on now
product developments at Tandy, new and helpful

periDherafs for the 100. and events Ehat may affect

you as a 100 user

BASfC — a full column devoted solely to tips and
techniques of BASfC programming
model too StG — news and chatter about the
l^ode. 100 Special Interest Group.
FINAMCtAL ANALYSIS — offering expert heip on
how to use your 1(10 as an investment tool and other
aspects Of financial management.
FEEDBACK - a Q.-and-A. column that responds
to your needs, including some things tandy may
rust leu you.

TO ORDER, complete the attached order card, or
if card is missing, the coupon at right, and mail
today to enter your Charter Subscription tu

PORTABLE 100 ana the new, portable computing

» Free Programs

• Hardware and Software
eviews

ommunications

• CompuServe and
Database information

• Applications for

Business

Games and more

era!

IPORTABLE )

{ flftr ffociei 100 vsers / *

PO BOX 468, Hasbro uck Heights, KJ 07604

Chatter Certificate

PORTABLE fQQ*PQ Box 468 • Hasbrouck Heights NJ 07604

YES! ENTER my no-risk Charter Subscription at tne money-sav rig

rale of just $24 97 lor 12 monthly issues I save Si 0.43 off

the cover price. Jf not eatislred. I may cancel at any time and
receive a full refund of 1i\9 unused portion *ithou( delay.

Payment enclosed. Bill me.

Nare

~ Address

a City .

r.

state

Plawti allow 6-9 weeka lor oafwary d firji iSK,c

Zip



NewsNet Gets You There First

—specialized newsletter news!
You need it

s
and NewsNet gives you instant easy access to

full-text electronic editions of hundreds of business newsletters.

Use your terminal, microcomputer or communicating word processor to .
.

SCAN story headlines. SEARCH throuqh current and back issues for KEYWORDS of your

choice. READ full-text of hundreds of leading business newsletters in a broad range of

interest areas, PLUS electronic mail, an automated clipping service and other versatile

For the Business Information Edge-



HOT SHEET
REVEALS INNER
WORKINGS OF 100

Paul Weiner and Gary.Camp have

put together a "hot sheet" of in-

formation on the Model 100. The
10-page document tells for $15 and
is published by IJG, 1953 West 1 1th

St., Upland, CA 91786.

The hot sheet includes informa-
tion on the 100 s input-output chip,

the 8155; a partial memory map;
and other items of interest for

Model 100 owners.

PRINT, SORT,
OTHERS FROM
OREGON FIRM

Micro Computer Services. 1637,
North Jantzen, Portland, OR

97217, is offering six programs for

the Model 100.

Print, selling for $39.95, lets you
control a document's line length,

margins, and page size. It also fea-

tures automatic centering.

Sort will sort text files alphabeti-

cally or numerically. It sells for

$29.95.

Auto Stock is geared toward Dow
Jones News Service users. With this

$19.95 program, you can preset

your 1 00 to dial DowJones at a given
time, collect stock quotes for you,

store them in a file, and log off the

system.

.Si?e, priced at $14.95. rnnnts the

lines and bytes in a .DO file for you.

Alarm reminds you to keep im-

portant appointments. The $14.95
clock program lets you control two
24-hour alarm settings.

Micro Computer Services' game
offering is Animal. You think of an
animal and your 100, through a

series of questions, will try to guess

what it is. Animal sells for $ 1 1 .95.

TRS-80
MODEL100
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SPREADSHEET
INCLUDED IN

PORTA SERIES

Six programs for the Model 100

have been released by Skyline

Software, 442 Sunnyside, Wheaton,

I L 60 1 87 . The programs include

:

PortaCak, a 1 5-column-by-26-row

spreadsheet. The program makes

full use of the 100's function keys to

save, load, screen print, report print,

or look at the formulas behind the

data. Full arithmetic operators are

supported, including exponentia-

tion, absolute value, integer, summa-
tion, and averaging. Calculations arc

done to 14 digit precision with nine

digits displayed. You may also create

DI F files for use with Visicalc.

PortaStat lets you do correlation

and regression analysis. It's also in-

teractive with Portacalc.

Loan and investment problems

can be addressed with PortaFin. It

allows you to calculate present value,

net present value, future value, an-

nuities, interest factors, load factors,

internal rate of return, and more.

PortaMax lets you find the op-

timum mix of constraints using the

powerful simplex method of linear

programming.
For physicians, Skyline is offering

PortaMed, an electronic clipboard to

keep patient records and generate

patient reports.

PortaFolio allows you to determine

stock and bond valuation, Macaulay's

duration, yield to maturity, bond

swap calculations and more.

Skyline is offering PortaCak for

$69.95. The other programs cost

$44.95 each.

BAR-CODEWAND
OFFERED BY
BT ENTERPRISES

For $279.95 you can tap the bar

code capabilities of your Model

100.

The Bi-Tech bar code reader is

produced by BT Enterprises, 10

Carlough Rd., Bohemia, NY 1 1716.

It is designed to read all common bar

code formats.

The Bi-Tech wand has an optical

sensor with a 700 nm light source,

photo integrated circuit detector,

and precision aspheric optics.

Equipped with a push-to-read

switch to minimize power consump-

tion, the wand also has internal

metal shielding to minimize its sus-

ceptibility to electromagnetic inter-

ference and electrostatic discharge.

MODEMSNOW
PROTECTED FROM
POWER SURGES

Electronic Specialists, Int., 171 S.

Main St., Natick, MA 01760, has

developed a modem protection sys-

tem.

Kleen Line Security systems are

available for standard 4-pin tele-

phone modular connectors as well as

8- pin lAJJinectors. Both models sup

press spikes caused by lightning,

spherics, or phone office switch

gear. An isolated ground protects

equipment from discharge current.

The PDS-11, for standard 4-pin

telephones, sells for $56.95.
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THE BlTeCh BAR CODE READER FOR
YOUR RADIO SHACK MODEL 100
Add cr Bar Code Reader to your MODEL 100
includes Demonstration and Sample Routine.

$279.95 COMPLETE
Dealers confacf Bi-Tech Enterprises at 516-567-8155

DT Enterprises Dept. / I Orders Only
1 0D Carloug.h Road 800-645- 1 1 65
Bohemia. N Y- 11716 N-Y- call (516) 567-6 1 55

(516) 567-6155 (voice) (516) 568-5806 (modem)

Deo p' inqui't.", We!cr>"»><'

..,tr M.jye-'v a 0 v.y

Circle No, 23 on ReaderServiceCard



GO BANANAS
OVER NEW
LOW-COST PRINTER

Leading Edge wants you to go

bananas over their new printer.

The $249.95 dot-matrix Banana is

the first offering from the com-

pany's Gorilla line.

Th'ts. HO-rnlumn tractor-feed

printer can produce alphanumerics

or graphics on fanfold forms from 4

1/2 to 10 inches wide.

Print speed is 50 cps.

Characters are composed from a

5-by-7 matrix. Normal character

spacing is 10 characters per inch.

Double-width characters are avail-

able under software control.

Line spacing in letter mode is six

lines per inch.

Character sets include United

States, United Kingdom, German,

and Swedish, selectable by software

command or dip switch.

The printer also features a dot-

addressable graphics mode, with a

density of63-by-60 dots per inch.

A Centronics-type parallel inter-

face is included on the compact

printer (16-by-5-by-8 and only 12

pounds).

BUSINESSPAK +
MAKES 100
BETTER MICRO

The Portable Computer Support

Group, 11035 Harry Hines

Blvd., No. 207, Dallas, TX 75229,

has bundled seven programs in its

Businesspak+.

The $89.95 package includes pro-

grams for word -processing, spread-

sheet analysis, graphs, Telex com-

munications, and listing and sorting

information.

The word-processing program al-

lows you to set top, bottom, left, and

right margins; headers and footers;

page numbers; and imbed printing

and formatting codes.

The 18-column spreadsheet lets

you store 12-days' expenses, giving

you the daily and categorical totals.

The row and column names can be

changed instantly and all the math is

built in.

With Businesepak+'s graph pack-

age, you can print bar, line, and pie

charts of any expense report on the

DMP-100 printer.

The Telex program allows you to

send text files to any Telex machine

in the world or mailgrams for next

day delivery.

With list, you can put items to-

gether in an organized fashion, cre-

ating address, schedule, or inven-

tory items. You can sui t those items

numerically or alphabetically with

Businesspak+'s sort program.

FORTHOSE
WEDDEDTO
HARDCOPY

The 1984 Computer Desk Diary

from Workman Publishing Com-
pany highlights each week of the

ycai with notable dates and events in

computer history. More than 50

photographs are also included. The
diary sells for $8.95, with quantity

discounts available. Contact Work-

man at 1 W. 39 St., New York, NY
10018.

Advertisers' Index
RS

PAGE No. ADVERTISER
61 23 Bi-Tech

CVRII 1 CompuServe
63 24 Comrex
5 3 Connexions

53 19 DFW
47 15 Electronic Special ists

47 14 Fort Worth
19 9 IJG

52 18 lota

31 27 Knowledge Index

6 4 Micro Computer Services

0 5 Model 1 00 SIG

58 22 Newsnet

29 12 Online

11 7 Portable Computer Support Group
19 10 Portable 100 Dealers

52 17 Prime Star Research

32 13 Radio Shack
CVRUI 25 Radio Shack

13 - 8 Silverware

3 2 Skyline

7 6 The Source

CVRIV 26 Travelling Software

21 11 Tymnet

49 16 York 10
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20/20
Fore sight

Right in any light.

Cooirex word processing monitors.

Fluorescent, Incandescent. Natural. Artificial. Comrei has word
rwnr«Sirg monitors for any kind of light- The CR 5400: a compact,
nine-inch diagonal screen; tug CR-5©Xh a twelve- inch screen. Both

available in tjrwn. yellow green ur amber displays with tack-sharp

resolution. Easy on the eyes. Both so affordaiJe ttwey could
only come rram Comrex. tasy on the wallet The CR-5400.
The CR 56Q0. 'trie monitors ror your eyes,

your lifting. your wallet, you

JTJI 5*ytmM &M Sutta fgg IbmiM. C* B05QS fll3



BUT IS IT BETTER
THANACANOE ON A DAY
PERFECT FOR FISHING?

Every Model 1 00 owner I know
grins a lot; especially when ex-

plaining their new computer to

someone else; especially when de-

bating portability and case of use

with an Osborne owner; especially

when traveling on an airplane next

to an Osborne or Kaypro or Compaq
owner. Why are we all grinning so

much? There's something very spe-

cial about a computer you can learn

to operate in five minutes, that's

why.

I loaned my Model 1 00 to a friend

for a conference he attended in

Washington, D.C. Computers are

not second or even third nature to

him. Being the publisher of Canoe

magazine, his interests lie more in

surviving a while water escapade

than weaving his way through a

computer's operating system. But I

told him nothing except to pay spe-

cial attention to the battery power
warning light. I gave him my com-

puter, the manuals, and the power
adapter cord.

CANOE TRADE.When he returned

from Washington he was so excited

he offered a trade: my Model 100

for a canoe. Although I wanted a

canoe very badly, I turned him
down. After all, a canoe won't Fit in

my briefcase, nor will it keep track of

my appointment calendar, nor will it

dial my phone and hook me into

CompuServe or the Source, nor will

it help me divide my paycheck

amongst a hungry throng of cred-

itors. Then again, my Model 100

won't do me much good on a crisp

perfect-for-fishing fall day.

Tandy's Model 100 represents the

next advance in personal computers
— ease of use. It is that advance that

allowed me to give this computer to

my canoeist friend without hours of

handholding. If forced to teach

someone how to operate the 100,

here's how I do it:

OPERATING THE 100. "Turn it on

To use the word processor, position

the highlighter (cursor can be too

advanced a term) over the word text

and press the enter key. Name the

file using no more than six letters

(characters can be too advanced a

term. also). Type. To add (insert, too

advanced) letters or words, place the

flashing box at that spol and type.

To delete, place the flashing box at

the spot and press the shift and DEL
BKSP keys at the same time. That's

the basics. You'll be ready for an ad-

vanced lesson in an hour." I had the

routine down to a single sentence,

but it doesn't work well grammati-

cally.

The 100's three main features

(portability, word processing, and

communications ability) are not

what makes it such an outstanding

machine. Jon Shirley, former vice

president of computer marketing at

Tandy, during a presentation at the

Boston Computer Society some
months back, spoke of the 100's "in-

visible operating system." If you had
to isolate one feature as being the

Model 100's best, it would have to be

that. The fourth, undocumented,

feature of the Model 100 is its finest

achievement. The more you ex-

amine the machine's inherent capa-

bilities, the more you have to admire

the work Tandy and MirroSoft put

into your 100's ROM.

EASY LABOR. That work makes our

job a lot easier. A magazine's place is

to help you better understand your

computer and provide more ways

for you to use it. The Model 100's

ease of use makes that task much
easier, leaving us more time to pro-

vide you with uses and ideas. Con-

sider Portable 100 magazine as a

forum for users, novice and expert

alike, to share computing experi-

ences, applications, and expecta-

tions. Not since Tandy introduced

the Model I has a single microcom-

puter captured the attention and
imagination of so many different

people. That was backm 1977. Com-
puters have come a long way since

then. Your Model 100 represents

the best of microcomputer, technol-

ogy during those six years. What a

treat!

NEXT.188

A!
key to portability is being able to use your 100 where you transport

it. One of those places is bouna to De a hotel. Will your hotel have

_ _ia modular phone for your direct-connect modem? How will the

hotel management react to you bringing the communications revolu-

tion into their hostelry? Those are some of the questions Portable 100 will

answer in next month's issue. Also, two former editors of Byte will be look-

ing at alternative power sources for your 100 from gel cells to solar cells.

Meanwhile Bill Louden will tell you how to handle plane reservations

Through CompuServe, Jake Commander will have some more ROM
goodies for us, and much, much more. So be with us for the October

issue ofPortable 100!
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Compare Radio Shack's TRS-80 Model 4
With IBM and Apple

ii

Two-Orive Unit"

Model 4 Wins! And You Save Up to s1014

Formatted Disk Capacity

ab-Cukjmn
Monitor'

^ni(or_Adagter_
First Drive

Second Dr. vn _
.Parallel Printer Irnerfi^

Serial interface

rictererrce Books
Numeric Fad
JJis^te^eritfrig "SyiFeiri"

L To(al

Radio S hack Modef 4

$1999
174Kb each (TRSOOS)

Included
Included

NDt Required

Included
included
included

Included
tn eluded
Included

_ Included
S1999'

The Perfect Match for the TRS-aO Model 100. For perfo/-
°Ur M0del 4 desK^ ^^puter is the prafefr

SS2S
aPPfoacri [D tmprovrna your produniuity. s«et or all

SlhSS.™ Upl0ad and download Programs and data«a (he RS-?32 communions interface. And you can inter-change )e *t on cassette usirto ihe "Tape ioo"\jHiity

Designed lo Make Hard Work Easy. The eastf-io-read

^S^ISSfE^? 0™** spreadsheet analysis. Anrl

PW> n J l
° Model m aofCware

- With our optional Cp;mPlus
^
package you cm chooso (rem Thousands of CFVM*~baaad programs, too.

Si wl^fSS B demonstration of (he TRS-SO Model 4

leasing, [raining and service pfans, too.

iHM PC

1 50Kb lOfJS 2 0

Included

Apple He
~$1995

124Mb (DOS 3.3)

$345"

S335
included

included

$120
included

Included"

SSC"

included

Irrji.nned

No l Requ ired

'needed
$39G

$195

$159.95

Included

JB2959.95

Radio fhack
The biggest name in little computers5

A DIVISION OFTA^DY CORPORATION

mar* ol Imtrnalimal
CiKnpyiiira CP*I s
ihcnurKtuifr i Mmtmi

tSSSSS^SStSS^ SPfim* *eaim PI » a ™g«5f9Ttel trad*

Send me a free Model 4 and Model TOO brochure.
MflN To; RsdK> Stack. Depl. B4-A.S*1

1M One Tandy Chi|B rF Fort Warlh, TeKfla 75102

t**M£

I TELEPHONE

,

"
I
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TRAVELING SOFTWARE.
FOR THEPERSON ON THEMOVE

TRAVELING SOFTWARE, INC. is a leader in

providing innovative, efficient, easy-to-use

software products for notebook/brief-

case size computers.

If you are on the move, Traveling Software

will I it? Ep you unleash the puwtfi inside you
portable computer.

Dealer inquiries invited.


